


The undeniable duty of every parent 
is to protect their children by keeping 
them safe and healthy. Trusting that your 
child’s doctor will do no harm is assumed 
and expected. What many parents do 
not realize is that toxic dental materials 
are still widely used in the dental 
treatment of their children. Children 
can be more susceptible to toxins due to 
their smaller weight and ongoing growth 
and development.

Mercury is designated by toxicologists 
as the most toxic, non-radioactive 
naturally occurring element on earth. 
Yet, it makes up 50-55% of the most 
widely used tooth filling material today: 
metal amalgam. Mercury levels released 
during and following the placement of 
mercury-amalgam fillings exceed the 
EPA’s standards of safety. Although the 
levels of mercury vapor release subsides 
over time, every time your child chews, 
puts anything warm or acidic in their 
mouths, mercury vapor is released from 
their black fillings. In addition, amalgam 
fillings weaken teeth and contribute to the 

number one reason teeth crack or break 
requiring additional extensive dental 
care, or in some cases tooth extraction. 
Mercury is a potent neuro-toxin and 
enzyme disruptor. It has been implicated 
in Autism and many other systemic 
conditions. Amalgam filling alternatives 
are widely available and can last just as 
long without harming the teeth or your 
child’s health.

Bisphenol A is an endocrine disruptor, 
which can mimic estrogen and has been 
shown to cause negative health effects in 
animal studies. It is found in many “white 
fillings” including sealants. A 2010 report 
from the United States Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) identified possible 
hazards to fetuses, infants, and young 
children and in 2012 the FDA banned the 
use of BPA in baby bottles. Fortunately 
BPA-free, white tooth fillings and sealants 
are available.

Formocresol is routinely used as part 
of “baby tooth root canals” known as 
a pulpotomy. It is used to stop nerve 

bleeding and to “mummify” the nerve 
remnants. Formaldehyde, a primary 
component in formocresol, is a hazardous 
substance and is considered a probable 
human carcinogen by some world health 
organizations. Although, leading dental 
organizations consider it safe, there are 
many safer alternatives to formocresol, 
such as lasers.

Gluteraldehyde is found in some 
dental bonding agents, which are 
used to adhere white fillings to teeth. 
Animal studies show evidence of DNA 
damage, mutations and some evidence 
of chromosome damage. With so many 
dental adhesives without gluteraldehyde 
available, the “better safe than sorry” 
approach may be warranted with 
gluteraldehyde-containing dental 
materials.

Nickel is a known allergen. In fact, 
studies show that approximately 25% of 
the female population has a nickel allergy. 
Nickel is found as an alloy component of 
metal baby tooth crowns (stainless steel 

crowns) and wires for braces. If your 
child is experiencing red swollen gums or 
irritated lips, they may be suffering from 
a nickel allergy, which can be ruled out by 
a physician. Alternatives to metal braces 
and metal crowns do exist today for those 
who are either allergic to nickel or want a 
metal-free option.

e.s.i. Healthy Dentistry is focused on 
using safe and non-toxic materials in our 
patient’s care.

e.s.i. Healthy Dentisry
42 Terry Road
Smithtown, NY 11787
www.esidental.com
631 979-7991            

TOXIC TEETH: You put what in my child’s teeth?

-  A D V E R T O R I A L  -
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Come vis it !
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Your beautiful &
healthy smile is just
a phone call away

ESSENTIAL DENTAL OF ROSLYN
HOLISTIC DENTAL CARE

There is a healthy alternative
to a beautiful smile!

** $500 off on a Complete Implant Package **
Includes Implant Placement, Custom Abutment & Porcelain Crown 

Restrictions may apply. Must present this ad to redeem this offer
Call for details‐ Expires 5/31/17

** Complimentary Dental Cleaning ** 
($145 value)

Applicable With a New Patient Work up ONLY
Must present this ad at the time of your appointment 

Call for details‐ Expires 5/31/17

• Advanced Laser Dentistry using Waterlase laser
• Non surgical Laser Assisted Periodontal Therapy (gum treatment)
• Non‐ Mercury Restorations including  BPA‐free natural colored fillings
• Implant Placement & Restoration  • Invisalign
• Removing Mercury following Huggins Institute protocol 
• Specializing in full mouth Reconstructions and smile makeovers
• Biocompatibility Testing  • pH Saliva Testing  • Microscopy Studies
• Facial Esthetics: Botox & Juvederm, Lip Augmentation
• Zoom! Whitening  • Digital X‐rays  • Kids are welcome

Recognized as the “Leading Physician of  the World” by International Association of  Dentists

70 Glen Cove Road Roslyn Heights • 516-621-2430
Cigna Dental Plans welcome • www.HolisticDentistryNY.com

Natalie Krasnyansky, D.D.S.
A proud member of  International Academy of

Oral Medicine and Toxicology

Essential Dental of Roslyn offers complimentary spa
services with any dental treatment to make your
visit as anxiety free and pleasurable as possible with: 

• warm neck pillows
• keratin hand treatment 
• aromatherapy 
• refreshments: coffee, tea, wellness water

Enjoy watching TV, listen to music of choice or just
relax while having your dental treatment. 
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An 
Eckhart Tolle 

Edition

“Life always gives you what you need, and right now it has given 
you this book to use as a guide or companion through challenging 
times. It contains a great deal of precious wisdom, expressed in 
the straightforward, clear, and down-to-earth language that Steve
Taylor is so good at.”         — ECKHART TOLLE, from the foreword

“The Leap establishes Steve Taylor as a major spiritual author and 
teacher, whose lucid and articulate writing will evoke wonder and 
wisdom among readers.”                   — STANLEY KRIPPNER, PHD, 
                 Alan Watts Professor of Psychology, Saybrook University

www.newworldlibrary.com  |  Also available as an ebook

“A wonderful synthesis of modern 
research and timeless wisdom that 
makes the mysterious process of spir-
itual awakening more comprehensible 
than ever before.”  — PETER RUSSELL, 
             author of From Science to God

Check out our website: UnityLongIsland.com

Subscribe to our newsletter and receive
a free guide to Unity Meditation. 

Join us at a Sunday meeting and
experience the Unity path of peace,

health, and prosperity.

38 Old Country Road, 2nd Floor
Garden City NY 11530
516-481-2300
Info@UnityLongIsland.com

Check out Unity Long Island's
Positive Path of Spiritual Living

Rev. John Zenkewich

The Light of God surrounds you
The Love of God enfolds you

The Power of God protects you
The Presence of God watches over you

Wherever you are, God is!

Are you ready for a miracle?
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To bring peace to the Earth,  
make your own life peaceful

We always welcome thoughtful comments 
regarding anything found in our pages. 
Back in our October-November 2016 Issue, 
Creations Magazine, for the first time, 
endorsed a Presidential candidate. Well, we 
expected some reaction—and we got it! 

Page space wasn’t available sooner to 
publish these Letters to the Editor, but we 
think you’ll still find interesting, what two 
of our readers, with decidedly differing 
viewpoints, had to say. 

Letters to the Editor
Revisiting Vote Your Values, 
Not Your Fears (Oct-Nov 2016 Issue)

Jill Stein supports BDS (Boycott, 
Divestment, Sanctions). She is not a Jew. 
She is an anti-Jew (like Bernie Sanders). No 
Jew supports the destruction of Israel. If you 
are endorsing Jill Stein, then you support 
the destruction of the only democratic 
nation in the Middle East. The only nation 
in the Middle East where people have 
freedom and rights. So I guess you prefer to 
support the mindless hate and violence of 
the Palestinians, the Iranians, and all of the 
other anti-Semites in the world.  

 — AF

Editor: “Support hate and violence”? 
We vegans literally don’t even swat a fly. 
Jews, Palestinians, Americans, Iranians: 
frankly, we’re not at all interested in labels. 
We are all humans—not limiting, man-
made constructs—created from the same 
source, and all deserving the same rights, 
freedoms and happiness. We support 
ideals that seek to protect and empower all 
people, and all living things, everywhere. 
Bottom line: we’re long done with war, and 
have no interest in fighting or assigning 
blame to any country, religion, culture 
or ideology. We hold ONLY the vision of 
peace and prosperity for all. Andrea and I 
are studying daily A Course in Miracles, 
which reminds us, since we don’t have all 
the information, we’re never in a position to 

pass judgment on anything. Judgments are 
born of the ego; the ego is fueled by fear. 
We are striving to live the expansiveness of 
love, not the constriction of fear. Jill Stein’s 
platform was most closely aligned with our 
values—and we voted for those values. And 
yes, for Bernie, too!

Dear Neil, 
I send thanks to you and Andrea for your 
pre-election editorial encouraging voters 
to vote their values, not their fears. I had 
voted Green Party in the past and had been 
debating the risks of doing so again. It was 
helpful, supportive and validating to read 
your column and endorsement of Jill Stein 
and I indeed voted from the heart when I 
placed my mark next to her name. This is 
certainly a time for truth and I applaud your 
courage in sharing your convictions. Peace, 
and, again, thank you,

Patricia, Patchogue, NY

Editor: “Peace”—that’s what we’re talking 
about!

Getting back to the present (hey, there’s 
no time like now), our April-May Spring 
Issue, honors and celebrates the Divine 
Feminine, women, mothers, earth, and the 
environment.

Presently, regardless of the seemingly 
pervasive divisiveness and rancor, we are 
all self-determining. If individually, we are 
peace, collectively, we will bring peace to 
the Earth.

Visit creationsmagazine.com regularly  
for more Articles, Updated Listings, 

Advertising Information, and  
Your Weekly Astrology Forecast
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Well, the world as we 
knew it seems to 
be going to hell in 

a hand basket. And our great 
nation is majorly implicated 
as a super destructive power, 
displaying, as it does, a 
shortsighted, selfish disregard 
for the health, safety and spirit 
of the rest of the planet.

But we can’t just blame the big guys, the 
government and industry. We are, all of 
us, delighted to do our part by diligently 
acquiring as much as we can, lusting after 
what we cannot obtain and wasting what 
we do have—even those of us who are 
careful. We are all responsible for global 
destruction.

I’ve seen several outrageous television 
commercials recently that blithely extol 
the benefits of throwaway dust rags and 
floor mops and disposable baby bibs, of 
all things. Apparently the landfills are not 
yet filled to over-flowing capacity with 
Pampers as I had assumed. 

Knowing myself to be a concerned 
citizen and certified 
Queen of Reducing, 

Re-using and Recycling, I feel morally 
indignant in the face of such crass waste. 
The mere sight of The New York Times 
Sunday Edition stacked in high piles at 
the newsstand fills me with queasy guilt. 
Heaven forbid I should buy one. Recycling 
a single run of the Sunday New York Times 
would save 75,000 trees. Times 52. Yikes!

As it is, the average American uses about 
749 pounds of paper every year, which adds 
up to a whopping 187 billion pounds per 
year for the entire population, by far the 
largest per capita consumption rate of paper 
for any country in the world. It is estimated 
that we use seven trees per person per 
year for paper goods, wood products and 
newsprint, not counting the meat we eat, 
which is raised on deforested land.

Buckminster Fuller once posed a most 
provocative and challenging question. “If the 
success or failure of this planet and of human 
beings depended on how I am and what I do, 
how would I be and what would I do?” What 
is a well-meaning woman to do? What have I 
done lately? What did I do today?

I take my own bags to the grocery store. I 
use cloth napkins and hankies and refuse 
to use paper towels, opting instead for 
sponges and rags. I print out proof sheets 
from my computer on the backside of 
discarded paper. When I used to drink 
coffee, I used the same paper bag day in 
and day out for café con leches to-go, my 
record being 65 days worth of 

caffeine carrying with one 
single bag. 

All of this conservation is well and 
good, but what have I done lately? What 
did I do today? This is an important 
distinction: what did I do versus what 
did I not do. The issue is not how many 
trees did I save, but how many trees did 
I plant? I should have planted more than 
500 trees by now to replace those that I 
have used. While I have conducted quite 
a few tree-planting ceremonies over the 
years, I still owe Mother Earth a new 
orchard or two. 

Maybe it is self-defeating to think that we 
should be giving up comforts and luxuries 
in order to be more environmentally 
correct and connected. Such negative 
terminology doesn’t make acting 
conscientiously seem like a very attractive 
prospect, but rather like some sort of 
deprivation that would appeal only to 
martyrs. That’s just bad psychology—
completely unproductive, if you ask me. 
The medicine does not have to taste bad 
in order for it to work well.

Perhaps it is more fruitful to think not of 
giving something up, but rather of giving 
something back. It is the most elemental 
and universal rule of etiquette that if you 
take something, you replace it; if you use 
something, you replace it—plus some. 
While saving and conserving are admirable 
virtues to be commended and encouraged, 
being generous and proactively responsive 
is equally crucial to our survival, body and 

soul. Take less. Give more. I call that eco-
response-ability. It is pay back time! 

So, let’s plant trees everywhere — in our 
gardens, on our terraces and roofs, inside 
our houses, throughout our parks and 
schoolyards. Even those of us who live in 
the most crowded cement cities can join a 
community garden or participate in a park 
clean-up and planting day. 

We can “buy” acres of rainforest to give 
as gifts or have trees planted in honor 
of all the special occasions celebrated by 
friends and family. We could adopt a 
neighborhood or a stretch of highway and 
help take care of it. We could take a page 
from Lady Bird Johnson, and like a brigade 
of green guerillas, spread out and scatter 
wildflower seeds in every vacant lot, strip 
mall and avenue median. 

I hereby pledge to plant as many trees as I 
can this spring. Won’t you join me?  

Mama Donna Henes is an internationally 
renowned urban shaman, eco-ceremonialist, 
ritual expert, spiritual counselor, award-
winning author, popular speaker and 
workshop leader. She currently writes 
for the Huffington Post, Beliefnet and 
UPI Religion and Spirituality Forum. 
cityshaman@aol.com  www.donnahenes.net. 
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by Mama Donna Henes, Urban Shaman
Brooklyn, NY



Decades ago, I was 
invited to perform 
a Winter Solstice 

Ceremony on Baker’s Beach 
in San Francisco. I was a 
visitor in town on my own 
without my usual network of 
celebrants. So, in preparation 
for this event I held a meeting 
at the women’s bookstore 
to stimulate interest and 
to gather a central tribe of 
facilitators to help set up and 
drum in the ritual.

After my presentation, a tough looking 
woman stood up and asked in an overtly 
belligerent manner, “Are men allowed?” 
“Yes,” I answered. “The Winter Solstice is 
a global holiday, a universal event, which is 
not just for women.”

“But men always take over,” she replied 
angrily. “Well, why do you let them?” I 
countered.

Why, indeed? In all of my 40 plus years 
of leading rituals, I have never had one 
experience of a man trying to usurp 
my leadership or sabotage a ceremony. 
As far as I am concerned, any man 
who honors Mother Earth and the 
female forces of the universe, who can 
chant, “Reverence to Her” with earnest 
intentions, is very welcome in my rituals 
in celebration of what I call “Celestially 
Auspicious Occasions.”

Now if this were to be a Blood Rites Ritual, 
a Queening Ceremony or a Sister Spirit 
Support Group, obviously not. There is 
a very legitimate place and a deep need 
for women-only space, but a cosmic 
occurrence is not one of them.

In these rituals, the power of the Feminine 
Divine is palpable and women and men 
alike fall into Her thrall. This is true 
power. Not the sort of bully power that 
is expressed through anger, nor from the 
need to dominate others, but power that 
wells up from deep within and connects us 
with the Holy Source of Life.

As overtly assertive and confrontational as 
that San Francisco sister was, she clearly 
saw herself as a victim, helpless in the 
face of perceived male domination. But, 
it is too late and the world conditions 
are too dire for us to hold on to a self-

image of being weak and powerless. We 
are definitely not the weaker sex. Slower, 
maybe, but certainly not weaker and 
definitely not helpless.

Men are not really the problem. The 
patriarchy is the problem. This hierarchal 
power system, based on insatiable greed and 
the need to control executed by aggression, 
domination, exploitation and terrorism, 
is the problem. And it is the problem of 
women and men alike. Moreover, it is 
the problem of every living plant, animal, 
person and resource on this planet. It 
is a threatening, dangerous problem for 
Mother Earth, Herself.

I firmly believe that women, especially 
women of a certain age, will be the changing 
force of society, and that we possess the 
vision, the wisdom, the experience, and the 
wherewithal to lead the charge for change 
toward sustainability, sanity, and peace. 
However we cannot do it alone.

All people — ALL people — need to be 
involved if we are going to truly transform 
our attitudes and cultural ethos. Making 
the world a better place has got to be a 
fully participatory project if we are not just 
dreaming or talking through our hats. But 
we women have to see ourselves as leaders. 
We need to stand in our center, embrace 
our power, and be willing to use it. We need 
to speak our truth, walk our talk, and model 
our intentions. We have to accept and 
exercise our own authority. That is, we need 
to own the authorship of our own destiny. 
The responsibility is no one else’s. It is ours.

The patriarchal powers-that-be have created 
a complete mess. Clearly, it is up to us 
women to roll up our sleeves and get busy 
putting life back in order again. If there is 
any hope at all for healing this planet and all 
who live upon it, that hope is us. 

Personally, I do not think that it is a 

coincidence that just as the 
planet teeters on the very 
brink of destruction, there 
comes along generations of 
fiery, accomplished, clever, 
competent, ambitious 
women at the height of our 
supremacy to whip it back 
into shape. And the sheer 
enormity of our numbers 
means that we can actually 
achieve the critical mass 
necessary to make a real 
and lasting difference. Let 
us harness our impressive 
energy: our purity of 
purpose, our passion, our 
heartfelt compassion, and 
our enormous power, and let 
us direct it toward creating 
a safe, sane, sustainable, 

sublime, and peaceful world for us all. The 
future is in our very capable hands.

I hereby call on women everywhere to take 
a stand and use our vast stores of wisdom, 
experience, creativity, and chutzpah 
to do something positive, each in our 
own unique and inimitable way, toward 
creating a better future for us all. Not out 
of a misplaced sense of duty, but because it 

is a joy and an honor to do so. Because we 
can do no less.

What in world are we waiting for? 
If not us, who? If not now, when?

If the first woman God ever made was strong 
enough to turn the world upside down all 
alone, together women ought to be able to 
turn it right-side up again.

           -Sojourner Truth  

Donna Henes is an internationally 
renowned urban shaman, ritual expert, 
award-winning author, popular speaker and 
workshop leader whose joyful celebrations 
of celestial events have introduced ancient 
traditional rituals and contemporary 
ceremonies to millions of people in more 
than 100 cities since 1972. She has published 
four books, a CD, an acclaimed Ezine and 
writes for The Huffington Post, Beliefnet 
and UPI Religion and Spirituality Forum, 
and serves as a ritual consultant for the 
television and film industry. Mama Donna, 
as she is affectionately called, maintains a 
ceremonial center, spirit shop, ritual practice 
and consultancy in Exotic Brooklyn, NY 
where she works with individuals, groups, 
institutions, municipalities and corporations 
to create meaningful ceremonies for every 
imaginable occasion. DonnaHenes.com.
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by Mama Donna Henes, Urban Shaman
Brooklyn, NY

The Eyes of Learning
presents its

30th Annual Spring Festival
Sunday, April 23

11am-5pm
at Levittown Hall

201 Levittown Parkway, Hicksville, NY
~

$5 Admission  •  Children under 12 Free

The Eyes of Learning, Inc.
Long Island’s Oldest & Most Respected Non-Profit

Metaphysical Group (est. 1983)

For more information call our hotline at
516-731-0909 or visit us at www.eyesoflearning.org

• Free lectures all day
• Vendors - special & unique items
• Psychic Readings
• Tarot, Astrology

and Numerology Readings
...& much more!



Human beings are 
natural storytellers. 
We are filled to the 

brim with stories, many of 
which make up who we think 
we are and what we think is 
possible for us in life. So it 
naturally follows that if we 
don’t take time to question 
our internal monologues, they 
can keep us tied to old beliefs 
and limit us from reaching our 
true potential. 

For instance, do you ever feel that you are 
weighted down by your past and buried 
under layers of self-doubt, fears, and 
confusion?

When I first started apprenticing with 
don Miguel Ruiz, the author of The Four 

Agreements, I felt like a suitcase that was 
overstuffed with all the ideas of who I 
thought I should be. My entire inside 
world was crowded and heavy. I knew I 
wanted to lighten my load. But at first I 
didn’t know how to change; I just knew I 
wanted to. As I learned to hold myself in a 
container of compassionate awareness and 
refrain from judging, I began to notice the 
impact my words had on my relationship 
to myself.

One day, as I was sharing the story of my 
life with a new friend, I had an epiphany. 
I realized that my story was not a factual 
collection of words describing my life. My 
story was a heavy anchor I was dragging 
behind me while trying to catch the wind 
in my sails.

My story used to go like this:

I was traumatized as a child by how often 
my family moved. I went to eight different 
schools and lived in four countries—
Singapore, Hong Kong, the United States, 
and Thailand—by the time I was sixteen. 
We would move every two years or so. I 
started off at each school feeling painfully 
shy, disconnected, and alone. By the second 

year I would have made friends and found 
my groove, and then we would move again 
and the cycle would start over. Because of the 
many times I moved away from friends, or 
they moved away because of their parents’ 
jobs, I have a hard time connecting with 
people intimately, and I’m afraid of being 
abandoned.

Each time I told my story I felt sorry for 
myself. Wouldn’t you?

And on that day with my new friend I had 
the awareness to lovingly release my past 
frame of perception and rewrite my history 
as an adventure rather than a disaster.

This was my new story:

I was blessed as a child with an 
adventurous family. We moved every two 
years and traveled around the world every 
summer. I spent most of my childhood 
going to great international schools in 
Southeast Asia, and by the time I was 
sixteen my family had visited or lived 
in twenty different countries, including 
Thailand, Singapore, India, Egypt, Italy, 
and Spain. Because of the many times 
we moved and traveled, I learned to be 
incredibly flexible and to deeply love the 
diversity and creativity of humans. My 
childhood experiences helped me relate to 
many different perspectives, 
to make friends easily, and to 
celebrate change.

Each time I told this 
new story, I felt a sense 
of adventure and lots of 
gratitude. How does it make 
you feel?

Now the important question: 
Which story is true?

Both stories are true 
and not true, depending 
on my perspective. The 
answer isn’t about which 
one is the absolute truth, 
but which story feels most 
in alignment with who I 
am and who I want to be. 
One is a story of a victim 
of life; the second is a 
claimed story of a Warrior 
Goddess.

The lesson here is that 
it takes awareness and 
action to create inner 
change. Awareness shows 
us where we are stuck in a heavy past; 
action leads us into the lightness of a 
consciously chosen present.

For me, choosing to be a Warrior Goddess 
woman means looking at myself as a 
palette of colors and textures, and noticing 
which colors and textures nourish and 
enliven me, and which drain or dull me. 
It is only when we become aware that a 
certain story, action, or behavior doesn’t 
feed us that we can change it.

Today my internal world has much more 
space, and what is unnecessary baggage is 
much more obvious. I now see internal 
unpacking as a sweet ongoing process of 
inner cleaning, like washing the dishes or 
brushing my teeth.

Transformation starts with how we use 
our words—how we speak our story 
to ourselves and others. Like body and 
mind, words are vessels. Each word we 
choose can hold the vibration of healing, 
peace, and love, or be brimming with fear, 
victimization, and judgment. Our words 
help to nourish or deplete our vessel.

Even the same sentence can increase or 
decrease our enthusiasm, depending on 
the energy behind the words. I can say 
to someone, “You are doing great!” and 
infuse these four words with enthusiasm 
and support. Or I can say, “You are doing 
great” with sarcasm and bitterness, and the 
message conveyed is very different, even if 

the words seem positive.

Awareness leads to clarity 
and an understanding of 
what is working and what is 
not working. Clarity leads to 
taking personal responsibility 
to transform our old patterns 
and habits. Responsibility 
leads to releasing blame, 
guilt, and shame. And when 

we release blame, guilt, 
and shame, we are free to 
choose, with gratitude, 
which story we want to 
believe.

Now it’s your turn: What’s 
your story?  

  

HeatherAsh Amara is the 
author of the bestselling 
Warrior Goddess 
Training, the Warrior 
Goddess Companion 
Workbook, and The 
Warrior Goddess Way. 
Get two free chapters at 

warriorgoddesstrainingbook.com or learn 
more about upcoming events at  
www.heatherashamara.com.
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by HeatherAsh Amara 

angelsopm444@gmail.com
www.angelsopm.com

Follow
us on

227 Willis Avenue • Mineola
516.741.2865

• Candles • Essential Oils • Sage • All Types of Crosses • Wind Chimes
• Jewelry • Books • Religious Items • Crystals • Ornaments

• Suncatchers • Bath Salts • Tapestries • Incense • Essential Oil Diffusers
• Magnets • Tarot & Oracle Cards • Purse Charms • Angels of All Kinds

• Rosary Beads • Prayer Beads
• Handmade Soaps

• Spiritual Greeting Cards
• Pet Oil Diffusers • Prayer Beads

• Handmade Jewelry by Local Artist

Store Hours: Tues., Wed., Thurs. & Fri. 11am to 6pm • Saturday 10am to 6pm • Closed Sun. & Mon.



The rash of terrorism 
around the globe is 
a problem of highest 

concern. Any sane person has 
to wonder, “What is our world 
coming to?” How, then, do 
we deal with terrorists? How 
do we get rid of angry, insane 
people who hurt others? How 
do we stay safe in a world so 
filled with danger? 

The world we see is a representation of the 
thoughts and beliefs we hold; a reflection 
of the dynamics playing themselves out 
within us. James Allen said, “We think in 
secret, and it comes to pass. Environment 
is our looking glass.”

If the world is our mirror, what is it 
showing us about our consciousness? 
We cannot effectively address external 
terrorists until we face and defeat our 
internal terrorist. There is a voice in your 
mind that terrorizes you. It is continuously 
hypercritical, telling you how worthless, 
unattractive, small, stupid, and guilty 
you are, and how you will never find the 
partner, success, health, or inner peace 
that eludes you. That scary voice fabricates 
stories that the world is filled with nasty, 
evil people who will take advantage of you 
and hurt you at every opportunity. The 
inner terrorist is far more dangerous 
to humanity, since it belittles and 
disempowers all of us from the inside out 
for much of our waking life, and creeps 
into our dreams. As Sally Kempton said, 
“It is impossible to defeat an enemy who 
has an outpost in your head.”

You were not born with an inner terrorist. 
Babies are not terrified. Infants enter the 
world with just two innate fears: falling and 
loud noises. All other fears are learned. Being 
terrified is an aberration of our natural state, 
not the truth about who we are, where we 
came from, or where we are going. 

Before we can hope to defeat external 
terrorists, we must defeat the internal 
terrorist. It is tempting to say, “the problem 
is out there and we should get rid of evil 
people,” rather than, “let me look within to 
find where my own fear lives and heal it.”

Here are three steps you can take to end 
terrorism:

1. Quit terrorizing yourself. When 
you beat yourself up, you are a tool of 
terrorism. When you rise beyond the inner 
terrorist and don’t allow it to bully your 
mind, heart, and life, you are defusing 
terrorism from the inside out. Clarity 
begins at home. 

2. Refuse to be terrified by external 
people or events. When you indulge in 
fear-based thoughts and feelings, you are 
adding to the sum total of terror on the 
planet. When you choose inner peace no 
matter what the outside world is doing or 
choosing, you are diminishing terror on 
the planet. That’s how powerful you are 
and how important your contribution is. 

3. Don’t terrorize others. When you use 
fear, guilt, threat, or punishment to control 
someone who bothers you, you add to the 
dark mess. Teaching others that they are 
guilty, small, stupid, or owing are forms of 
psychological terrorism. When you release 
others, you release yourself. 

Two men were fishing from a river bank 
when they heard a loud cry, “Help! Help!” 
They looked upstream and saw a woman 
caught in the rushing river. One of the men 
jumped into the river and saved her. They 
phoned for medical aid and the woman was 
taken away. Ten minutes later they heard 
another cry for help, this time from a man 
being carried away downstream. Again the 
fishermen saved him and dispatched him 
to medical attention. A little while later 
they encountered another person almost 
drowning, and they repeated the procedure. 

Stymied about where these drowning 
people were coming from, the fishermen 
hiked up along the river a few hundred 
yards. There they saw a bridge with a man 
standing on it. When a woman began 
to cross the bridge the man grabbed her 
and started to throw her in the river. The 
fishermen rushed to her aid, subdued the 
crazy man, and had him arrested. 

A crazy person stands on a bridge in your 
head, intercepting positive, loving, creative 
thoughts, attempting to stifle or kill them. 
So far this lunatic has achieved much of 
his or her dark mission. As long as that 
insane person is in charge, your positive 
intentions don’t stand a chance. It will do 
you no good to keep sending more noble 
thoughts across the bridge. The saboteur 
will intercept them and they will be  
tossed aside.
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by Alan Cohen, 
Hawaii 

Salt Air Inhalation Therapy
A Holistic Drug-Free Way

to alleviate symptoms of many illnesses

Breathe Salt ~ Breathe Better

516-221-SALT (7258)
1762 Newbridge Rd
Bellmore, NY 11710

www.HealingGrotto.com

◆ Relief from Respiratory Problems
◆ Improve Skin Conditions ◆ Decrease Inflammation
◆ Cleanse and Detoxify ◆ Boost Immune System
◆ Featuring In-house Psychic/Medium

Glenn Dove (call for his classes in cave)

◆ Holistic Nutrition Seminars, Massage Pkgs,
Yoga, Tai-Chi, Special Events, Salt Store

◆ Please visit our Website & like us on Facebook
for late breaking & newly added events

Individual Salt Booth-only one in NY
◆ Private Booth & Room ◆ 30 min sessions
◆ Helps Alleviate Flu Symptoms
◆ Relief from Allergies

Get the crazy person off the bridge and 
allow your visions to manifest. Then you 
will be free of fear and fear-based  
actions, you will know exactly how to  
deal with external terrorists, and  
the outer world will show  
less terrorism because you  
have changed from the  
inside out. 

Terrorism is running  
rampant on the planet  
because it is running  
rampant in our minds. We must pluck 
it from our hearts before we can pluck it 
from the world. Until then we are simply 
fearing and fighting ourselves. Healing the 
world is an inside job. There is no other 
way around it.  

Alan Cohen is the author of many popular inspirational books, 
including his new release, The Grace Factor: Opening the Door 
to Infinite Love. For more information about his programs, his 
free daily inspirational quotes, online courses, and weekly radio 
show, visit www.AlanCohen.com.
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ONGOING EVENTS

   M O N D A Y S  
TRANSMISSION MEDITATION – offers an 
unparalleled opportunity to serve humanity in a 
simple yet very potent manner. By participating 
in this unique form of group meditation, you 
assist the Masters of Wisdom in the healing and 
transformation of the world, accelerating your 
own spiritual evolution in the process. 6:30PM. 
Call 516-791-1485 for more info and location in 
Valley Stream.

SHAMANIC MEDICINE WHEEL GROUP for 
healing and personal transformation. Meditation, 
drumming, journeying with Irene Siegel. 7:30pm, 
Huntington. Call for info and registration,  
(631) 547-5433, www.CenterPointCounseling.bz.

A CIRCLE OF WOMEN presented by Moonfire 
and The Women’s Ways Mystery School gathers 
monthly. Celebrating the sacred in every woman 
since 1990. Now in ISLIP TERRACE, SOUTHAMPTON, 
NYC, Chappaqua, NJ, CT, NH, MA. 631-287-9000, 
www.MoonfireMeetingHouse.com,  
http://womensways.typepad.com/circle.

   T U E S D A Y S 
PSYCHIC PALM/TAROT/MEDIUM 
READINGS by Roni Todd. Private Readings in 
Roni’s Psychic Sanctuary. Tuesday or Wednesday 
by appointment only. Call 516-889-3732.

SPIRITUAL WORKSHOPS BY GOL Experience 
an array of mindful and provocative group 
sessions focused on supporting each individual’s 
spiritual growth. Prior sessions included; book 
discussions, energy circle, chakra work, past life, 
food issues and more. 7PM at 95 Old Country Rd, 
Melville Call 631-265-3822 for more info.

GUIDED MEDITATION GROUP   4/4, 4/18, 5/2, 
5/23. Path of the Soul, Inner Peace, Inner Wisdom. 
Meditators Welcome: Fine-tune your Intuition.  
7:30 – 9:30 PM Smithtown. Information, Registration: 
631-724-9733.www.lightawakenings7.com.

WORKSHOP SERIES: YOUR SOUL MATES 
Workshop & Meditation, 5/9, 7:30 – 9:30 PM. 
Smithtown. Information, Registration:   
631-724-9733, www.lightawakenings7.com.

   W E D N E S D A Y S
PSYCHIC MEDIUMSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
CLASSES with Winter Brook. 6 classes 
(May 3 - June 6) 7:30pm - 9pm @ 171 Main Street, 
Northport. ($225) To register (631) 261-9300 or 
winter@winterbrookmedium.com.

THE WORK-SHOP WOMEN’S CIRCLE -  
Last Wednesday of every month, 7-9PM. Join us 
as we pause our daily routine & meet to share 
thoughts and ideas in this sacred cicle of women. 
FREE Registration: www.thework-shop.com or call 
631-629-4853. (see ad p.31)

   T H U R S D A Y S
PSYCHIC PALM/TAROT READINGS 
by Roni Todd at A Time for Karma, 14 S. Village 
Ave., RVC, NY. 1-6pm. (516) 889-3732.

TRANSMISSION MEDITATION – offers an 
unparalleled opportunity to serve humanity in a 
simple yet very potent manner. By participating 
in this unique form of group meditation, you 

CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING LONG ISLAND 
teaches universal spiritual principles that help us 
through life’s challenges, allowing us to live more 
fulfilling lives. If you resonate with authors like 
Louise Hay, Wayne Dyer and Michael Bernard 
Beckwith, see their ideas come alive at CSL-Long 
Island. Center for Spiritual Living Long Island,  
17 Maple Place, Hicksville. 10:30 A.M. 516-822-9314. 
www.csl-longisland.org.

THE TEMPLE OF METAPHYSICAL SCIENCE, 
NSAC— Come join us in our search for 
Spirituality & Inner Peace. The American Legion 
Building, Baker Street & S. Ocean Ave., Patchogue. 
Healing & Service: 11AM. 800 316-1231. (See ad p.31)

UNITY LONG ISLAND – If you like Wayne Dyer 
and Louise Hay, you will love Unity Long Island’s 
Positive Path of Spiritual Living! Services are held 
@ 11:00AM, 38 Old Country Road, Garden City, NY 
11530, 2nd Floor. 516-481-2300,  
UnityLongIsland@gmail.com. (See ad p.3)

SPECIAL EVENTS

       A P R I L  2
VOICES OF FAITH FOR PEACE– 2 1/2 hours 
of nonstop sacred sounding from 14 different 
traditions! All welcome! Sunday, 2 to 4:30 PM,  
Farmingdale State College, Roosevelt Building - 
All Purpose room. Enter at Melville road entrance.

FREE PRESENTATION: “The Greatest Event in 
History is Now Unfolding” The transformation 
has begun, as Maitreya, the World Teacher, and 
the Masters of Wisdom, inspire the hearts of 
humanity. Sunday, 1:00PM. Still Mind Zendo, 6th 
Flr, 37 W. 17th St. NYC. Info: 877 495-7744 / www.
share-international.org. No registration required.

       A P R I L  8
EVERLASTING LOVE: CREATING A 
PASSIONATE PARTNERSHIP, ONE-DAY 
WORKSHOP with Jackie Major, LCSW. For 
couples and singles. Discover the difference 
between love and emotional dependence and 
how to heal the relationship you are in or  
attract the one you desire. Saturday, 10am – 4pm, 
includes lunch. Port Jefferson. Call 631-291-5800  
or visit www. jackiemajor.com.

       A P R I L  2 1
EVENT: MEET THE PSYCHICS Friday, 8:00 PM. 
Members: $10.00, Non-Members: $15.00.  
No Pre-registration Required. Levittown Hall, 
Levittown Parkway, Hicksville, NY. 516-731-0909, 
www.eyesoflearning.org.

       A P R I L  2 2
PLANET HEART’S 10TH ANNIVERSARY 
“ANNUAL WORLD PEACE EARTH DAY 
CELEBRATION”  Come join us in NYC in a 
Conscious Community Gathering in Unity, to Honor 
Mother Earth & The New Earth with inspirational 
talks, live music performances, meditation, vendors 
and celebration. Saturday. Time: 6:30PM Sharp 
-9:30PM. Doors Open & Registration at 6pm. Price: 
$27 pre-paid by April 21st or $33 cash only at door. 
(All non refundable). Location: The Church of Saint 
Paul & Saint Andrew 263 W. 86th Street @ West 
End Ave. More Info & Tickets: www.planetheart.org, 
email info@PlanetHeart.org, Call 212-222-5432.

       A P R I L  2 3
FREE PRESENTATION: “What in the World is 
Happening? A Message of Hope in a time of crisis” 
The Emergence of Maitreya, the World Teacher, 
and the Masters of Wisdom. Sunday, 1:00PM 
Barnard College, The Diana Center – Room 504, 
117th St./Broadway NYC. Info: 718 200-7965 / 
www.share-international.us/ne. No registration 
required.

EVENT: EYES OF LEARNING SPRING FESTIVAL 
Sunday, 11AM–5PM. Admission: $5.00. Readings: 

$20.00. Levittown Hall, Levittown Parkway, 
Hicksville, NY. 516-731-0909, www.eyesoflearning.org.

       A P R I L  2 8
LECTURE: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE FOR 
MODERN TIMES – Native Healing Arts of the 
Americas with Robert Vetter, M.A. Friday, 8:00 
PM. Members: $10, Non-Members: $15. No Pre-
registration Required. Levittown Hall, Levittown 
Parkway, Hicksville, NY. 516-731-0909, www.
eyesoflearning.org.

       A P R I L  3 0
ALL KIDS FAIR Part Activities / Education Expo, 
part Health / Wellness Fair. 80+ exhibitors. Tons 
of kid’s classes. FREE: bounce house, petting zoo, 
face painting, popcorn, sand art, and character 
visits. Meet contestants from TV’s Chopped Junior 
and La Voz Kids! Camps, party places, special 
needs, kids’ products and more! New location: 
Huntington Hilton. 598 Broad Hollow Road, 
Melville. 10AM-4:30PM. $5 ages 3+. 516-621-1446 
www.AllKidsFair.com.

       M A Y  6 - 7
NAVEL EXPO NYC World-Class Healers & Com-
panies www.NAVELexpo.com (see back cover)

       M A Y  6
24TH ANNUAL BELTAINE FESTIVAL  Guest 
speakers, live performances, vendors, readers, 
workshops, maypole dancing, raffles & more! 
Bring a dish for pot luck feast following open 
ritual. Suggested donation of $5, $4 with donation 
for LI Cares. UUFH Huntington, NY. Saturday, 
10AM-6PM.  www.longislandbeltaine.org, 
longislandbeltaine@gmail.com. 

HORSE WISDOM MEDITATION  
Saturday, 3:00 – 5:00 pm with Laura Kobus. 
Discussion and meditation with essential oils, 
surrounded by horses and sounds of nature. 
Refreshments following. $20 online / $25 at 
event. Register: GreenlawnEquestrian.com/special 
events. 631-456-1700 or 516-680-6307.

       M A Y  7
FREE PRESENTATION: “The Greatest Event in 
History is Now Unfolding” The transformation 
has begun, as Maitreya, the World Teacher, and 
the Masters of Wisdom, inspire the hearts of 
humanity. Sunday,1:00PM. Still Mind Zendo, 6th 
Flr, 37 W. 17th St. NYC. Info: 877 495-7744 / www.
share-international.org. No registration required.

       M A Y  1 9
LECTURE: SPIRIT ART & COMMUNICATION 
with Sandy Ingham, UK trans-spirit psychic 
medium and Winter Brook psychic medium. 
Friday, 8:00 PM. Members: $10, Non-Members: 
$15. No Pre-registration Required. Levittown Hall, 
Levittown Parkway, Hicksville, NY. 516-731-0909, 
www.eyesoflearning.org.

       J U N E  4
FREE PRESENTATION: “The Greatest Event in 
History is Now Unfolding” The transformation 
has begun, as Maitreya, the World Teacher, and 
the Masters of Wisdom, inspire the hearts of 
humanity. Sunday, 1:00PM Still Mind Zendo, 6th 
Flr, 37 W. 17th St. NYC. Info: 877 495-7744 / www.
share-international.org. No registration required.

UPCOMING EVENTS

EASTOVER ESTATE & RETREAT a 600 acre 
sanctuary and holistic retreat center, in down-
town Lenox, MA. Spring programs: March 31–April 
7, Healing of the Heart Sheng Zhen Gong w 
Junfeng Li: http://eastover.com/li-junfeng-2.
html. April 23-27 Dr Roger Johnke  Medical Qi 
Gong: http://eastover.com/roger-Johnke.html. 
866-264-5139, www.eastover.com.  (See p.15)

assist the Masters of Wisdom in the healing and 
transformation of the world, accelerating your 
own spiritual evolution in the process. 6:30PM. 
Call 516-729-0664 for more info and location  
in Farmingville.

   F R I D A Y S
MOONFIRE MEETING HOUSE presents our 
“Men’s Long Island Talking Stick Circle” 
on the first Fri of the month. Open to men 
searching for Balance, Courage and Brotherhood. 
631-287-9000; www.MoonfireMeetingHouse.com.

   S A T U R D A Y S
SPIRITUAL DISCUSSION 1st Saturday of every 
month, 10AM-12Noon. Traveling a spiritual path  
is a journey of discovery and is always easier 
when undertaken with the fellowship of other 
like-minded people. Our Saturday discussion is  
for those who would like to share their journey 
with like-minded friends. Center for Spiritual 
Living Long Island, 17 Maple Place, Hicksville.  
516-822-9314. www.csl-longisland.org.

CHILDREN’S SPIRITUALITY CLASSES  
10AM during GOL services at 95 Old Country 
Road, Melville 11746. Contact Alanna Michtavy at 
amichtavy@gmail.com to confirm.

SPIRITUAL FELLOWSHIP – GATHERING 
OF LIGHT - Are you looking to deepen your 
spiritual  connection? We welcome all faiths, 
beliefs, and traditions. Come join like minded 
people in community. Saturday, 10 AM.  
www.gatheringoflight.org. 631-265-3822.

MAGICAL, MYSTICAL PSYCHIC READINGS 
with Rev. Pauline Southard at A Time for Karma, 
Rockville Centre. 12:30PM – 5:30PM. Readings 
can include: Astrology, Tarot, Channeling your 
spirit guides, Angels and Mediumship. Fridays 
also. For appointment call 516-445-4242. 
www.karmickat.com.

The LONG ISLAND YOGA ASSOCIATION 
hosts workshops one Saturday a month, 
(excluding July & August). Workshops cover a 
diverse range of yoga styles & topics relevant to 
all yoga practitioners & teachers in a supportive 
& welcoming environment. Time: 1-4 PM, in 
Farmingdale. Visit longislandyogaassociation.org 
for details. 631.261.1777.

THE 2017 VEGAN LIVING PROGRAM  
Saturdays June 3 - July 1 at Molloy College  
Suffolk Center in Farmingdale. Want to give  
vegan living a try? Join us for this FREE program!  
www.veganlivingprogram.org. (see page 14)

       S U N D A Y S
SUMMERLAND CHURCH OF LIGHT, NSAC 
Return to your Spiritual Home each Sunday at 
10 am in our loving sanctuary, where all truth 
and knowledge-seekers are welcomed. 120 Plant 
Avenue at Oser Avenue, Hauppauge. 631-316-1588. 
(See ad p.29)

INNER LIGHT CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING 
Are you looking for a meaning to Life and to 
YOUR life? We are a community of people who 
are seeking a more fulfilling life through the 
principles of universal spirituality. Join us for 
service each Sunday at 11AM. 10 Cedar Swamp 
Road, Suite 5, Glen Cove, 516-796-0769.  
www.innerlightcsl-li.org. and https://www.
facebook.com/innerlightcsl/. (See ad p.29)
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Words can be so limiting. As soon as we 
describe something, it ceases to expand.  
Learn to read with all your senses. There 
is much to learn 
 … in between the lines.

In my early days of 
discovery, I was a 
happily married 

womyn. My obligations 
were few. No children, no 
evening job to attend to. My 
husband enjoyed the TV 
which afforded me the space 
to read, read, and read! I read 
every book that crossed my 
path. I would sit for hours in 
front of the computer screen 
and just surf to my heart’s 
content. 

On the Internet, it seemed that pages 
about ancient cultures and the Goddess 
kept popping up unsolicited. Like a 
sponge, I soaked up every story and every 
nuance. All of it resonated with me as if I 
was remembering rather than reading for 
the first time. 

These stories were filled with hard facts. 
Yet, it was what was between the lines that 
spoke to me. As you read these words, it is 
between the lines that I am asking you to 
allow yourself to learn from.

Hard facts are important. Dates, names, a 
person’s age, etc. are the hard facts. Heart 
facts are equally important. How a person 
felt at the time of the incident or how a 
situation was interpreted are the heart 
facts. Hard facts speak to our intelligence. 
They fill the IQ (intelligence quotient). 
Heart facts speak to our emotions. They fill 
the EQ (emotional quotient).

We are given hard and heart facts all the 
time. This doesn’t just happen in school 
or when we are watching the discovery 
channel. We receive hard and heart facts 
everyday in our personal lives. We meet 
a person, exchange names and then we 
tell our story. For me, holding onto and 
remembering the hard facts, like the 
person’s name is the tough part. However, 
remembering her story is easy. When a 
person speaks, I hear with all my senses. I 
hear with my intuition and my imagination. 
My mind is drawing pictures throughout 
the conversation. A womyn may be 

telling me of her newborn baby and I’ll 
automatically picture the little bundle of 
joy cooing or stretching or gazing up at 
its mother’s eyes. If she told me the baby’s 
name and weight, how many hours her 
labor was, I may not remember the details. 
I’ll remember it was long or short. I’ll 
remember the baby was tiny or robust. But 
the actual hard facts don’t resonate with me 
as much as heart facts of the story.

I’m telling you these things because I 
want you to read with all your senses. I 
want you to hear between the lines and 
find the meaning for yourself. Too often 
we get stuck in the details and we miss 
the message. For example, when I hear 
different Christian sects arguing over 
whether Mary was a virgin or not; or did 
Jesus really walk on the surface of the 
water, I am thinking to myself, “they’re 
missing the point and starting a war over 
details!” In the argument over whether 
God is a Supreme Being, or Omnipresence, 
or a Great Void, I wonder, “what is the 
sense in deciphering that?” It’s great 
conversation, but are we getting the 
grandeur of the meaning of God?

In yet another example of being caught up 
only in the hard facts, please observe our 
judicial system. In the actual court process 
where lawyers are asking witnesses to give 
yes or no answers, I think to myself, “there 
is color to the story and you’re not getting 
the full picture if you are looking for a 
simple yes or no.” The heart facts matter!

When we open our imagination and 
hear with all our senses, we can hear 
the messages that we need. When we 
depend on just the hard facts, we are out 
of balance. We are not getting the full 
picture. When we speak of cavemen and 
leave out cave wymyn we are coloring a 
picture that is inaccurate. Sure, it may be 
faster to just say cavemen, but subtly it 
leaves out wymyn altogether. The word 
mankind leaves out womyn kind. Again, 

it may be subtle, but make no 
mistake, it is powerfully influential. 
When we read that we are made 
in the likeness and image of God 
where does that leave little girls? It 
is subtle, yet I ask you to consider 
it. Little boys can actually believe 
that they are made in the image 
of the Almighty. What happens 
in the minds of little girls? Same 
goes for the common thought of a 
Buddha or Krishna. The world’s 
establishments guide us toward 
religious leaders and avatars. The 
majority of these avatars are male. 
Subtly, powerfully, femininity 
takes a back seat.

Our imaginations form our reality. 
There are many, many reasons 
why the female gender is not 

considered equal. A huge reason is because 
we are neglected or oppressed in every 
aspect of history and religion.

When I enrolled in Seminary (a school for 
the training of clergy i.e. priests, ministers, 
rabbis, etc.), the Rabbi said, “although 
people use many words to describe God, 
i.e. Allah, Jehovah, Goddess, the Universe 
etc., we will be using the word God and the 

pronoun He because it is more acceptable, 
more universally understood and quite 
frankly just easier.” And I thought to 
myself, “Patriarchy.” I knew She was not 
going to be a serious part of our study … 
I didn’t even flinch. I’d bring Her in when 
it was the right time. I knew I needed this 
course and I wasn’t going to let anyone’s 
ignorance hold me or Her back. All the 
facts matter.  

Laura Tria is an Ordained Interfaith 
Minister, Modern Day clergy, Life Coach, 
Spiritual Counselor, Master Reiki Healer 
and author of Her Story —A Feminine 
Interpretation of Ancient Knowledge. 
Laura has been in practice for 20 years 

serving as 
Priestess, Pastor 
and Friend. She 
founded The New 
Light Sanctuary 
in 2011 and 
is the owner 
and operator 
of I Serve, a 
company devoted 
to assisting the 

community with their unique spiritual 
needs. She is a Visionary who believes 
knowing our spiritual past will ground  
us and help us to build a brighter  
healthier future. Laura can be contacted at  
631-487-3194 or email revltria@gmail.com. 
www.lauratria.com. 
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by Rev. Laura Tria
Bayshore, NY

Our Website continues to attract more attention!
www.creationsmagazine.com now receives over  

38,000 actual VISITS per Month.

Post an Online Banner for only $69 / month.
email neil@creationsmagazine.com or call 631 424-3594



Cannabis has been 
a character in the 
human drama for at 

least the past ten thousand 
years, and very likely much 
longer. She, the genus 
Cannabis, has been seen and 
felt as a being or a deity in 
multiple cultures. I say she 
because both historically and 
right now in Western culture, 
that is the gender that so many 
of us experience when we 
engage with cannabis. 

Eight thousand years ago, cannabis seeds 
were used as food in China. Six thousand 
years ago, the Chinese were cultivating 
an ancestor of Cannabis sativa for its 
stem fibers, as hemp for making cordage 

and weaving into textiles. We know the 
Chinese were employing parts of the 
cannabis plant as medicines for various 
ailments five thousand years ago. At least 
three thousand years ago, across Central 
Asia and perhaps farther, the seeds were 
widely used in rituals—as offerings in 
invocations and also left with flowers 
in graves. Cannabis was widely used as 
incense that could affect anyone who 
breathed its ambient smoke. Meanwhile, 
Cannabis indica had become well 
established in the Indian subcontinent, 
where both ritual and medicinal uses took 
root. Twenty-five hundred years ago, 
cannabis species and seeds were introduced 
to northern Europe from Asia. Travelers 
on Asia’s Silk Road must have traded and 
transported everything from the plant’s 
myths to its medicine. From the 1500s up 
until a mere eighty years ago, cannabis 
was much appreciated here in North 
America as an exceptional herbal medicine 
and totally useful fiber source. Then the 
tables were turned. The government’s 
medical and legal establishment officially 
demonized the plant, and we are only 
now emerging from this absurd century of 
prohibition of the gifts of nature.

We know that the 
medicine, nourishment, 
and pungent incense of 
cannabis were valued 
during the past several 
millennia, but we 
don’t know so much 
about her history of 
personification in the 
many ethnic regions 
across Asia and Africa. 
There were smoky group 
rituals, soothing oils, and 
effective medicinal teas. 
There were stories and 
songs about her, surely. 
There are some ancient 
literary references to how 
she was perceived. 

In ancient China, Ma was the name of 
the deity resident in hemp, the extremely 
useful fiber that comes from the cannabis 
stem. Both the male and female plants 
are depicted in the pictogram for hemp, 
sitting inside a built shelter or home. 
(Cannabis species are dioecious, meaning 
they produce male and female flowers on 
separate plants. Wind is the pollinator that 
allows male pollen to fertilize the females.) 

Hemp has been a plant of fundamental 
utility to hundreds of generations of 
humans. Ma was therefore the spirit of she 
who grows, she who clothes us, she who 
binds, she who ties it all together. Textile 
and cordage species are essential to human 
cultures, and hemp has been appreciated 
as that most utilitarian of species since the 
days when everything grew wild and we 
were all nomadic. Hemp was still crucial 
to our materials when the great European 
sailing ships set out to seek the world’s 
riches, but by then, sixteenth-century 
Europeans, mostly Christian, were not so 
interested in the natural deities resident 
in the plants that grew the fibers for their 
ropes, sails, and flags. 

A name in folk etymology often signifies 
long-term respect and the gender that a 
culture recognizes in a plant. Cannabis was 
the name given by the seventeenth-century 
taxonomist Linnaeus, because canvas was 
what common people called the fabric 
that hemp made. The origins of the name 
marijuana are controversial. There are so 
many powerful plants in Latin America, 
some with folk names that are versions of 
Mary, Maria, or the Virgin, some with the 
title Santo or Santa, which means “holy” 
or “sainted.” Hispanic cultures were, of 
course, originally indigenous peoples of 
the Americas, layered with a syncretic 
blend of European Catholicism and some 
African animist influence. Cannabis was 

an Old World species 
that was introduced to 
the Americas in the early 
days of colonization 
by the Spanish and 
Portuguese, and/or by 
the African slaves on 
their ships.

Native peoples of the 
Americas had a long-
standing relationship 
to smoking, as they had 
domesticated various 
tobacco species, and 
early on invented the 
folk technology of the 
pipe or cigar. Tobacco 
is traditionally a highly 

spiritual plant that absolutely manifests 
as various types of resident entities, both 
male and female, who may be called upon 
in prayer. It would be natural for those 
who smoked tobacco as prayer medicine 
to recognize the spiritual potential of 
cannabis when smoked, and to feel the 
presence of someone in there whom we can 
speak to — someone who shows up and 
helps us understand the vicissitudes of life, 
and who perhaps helps us to find joy in the 
moment. 

Forty years ago, on the west coast of 
Mexico, I hung out with indigenous 
coastal people, some of whom smoked 
cannabis. At the end of a long day, the 
young fishermen would take a few sips 
of smoke, sigh, and lie back to rest on 
the sand, saying “Ay, gracias, estoy hasta 
la Madre.” This translates as “I have 
reached the Mother, I am high, I am in her 
embrace.” That was when I began to think 
of the female entity in marijuana, of who 
cannabis is, and what she provides.   

Excerpted from Cannabis and Spirituality: 
An Explorer’s Guide to an Ancient Plant 
Spirit Ally edited by Stephen Gray © 2016 
Park Street Press. Printed with permission 
from the publisher, Inner Traditions 
International. www.InnerTraditions.com 

Kathleen Harrison is a wise and deeply 
experienced sacramental medicine elder 
and one of the world’s leading figures in 
that work. She’s an ethnobotanist, artist, 
teacher, and internationally known speaker 
on sacred plant knowledge and wisdom. She 
is the director and cofounder (with Terence 
McKenna) of Botanical Dimensions, a 
nonprofit organization whose mission is “to 
collect, protect, propagate and understand 
plants of ethno-medical significance and 
their lore.” 
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Treat Your Kidneys Well

-  A D V E R T O R I A L  -
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What if you had a cold and went to a 
Chinese doctor? 

He may examine your pulse and say, 
“Kidneys no good.” Then he would 
prescribe Chinese herbs to strengthen your 
kidneys while you were wondering what 
that had to do with your cold. 

Unlike antibiotics that act like foreign 
soldiers fighting a war within our body, 
strengthening our kidneys is a way to 
activate our own soldiers to fight off 
unfriendly invaders. As we learn that 
Chinese medicine works on balancing the 
body (prevention and medicine) rather 
than attacking disease, we see that strong 
kidneys are an important key to a healthy, 
long life. Our own soldiers are capable and 
effective. 

On our own, we can empower the kidneys 
through mindful QiGong (Translation:  
Qi = Energy, Gong = Work) practices  
that enhance our immune system, support 
our innate ability to heal ourselves and  
stay healthy. 

According to the Tao, kidneys store our 
reserved life force energy, or the essence of 
life, called Jing. Kidneys are where the Zhi, 
or Intention Spirit, lives. Our willpower 
depends on the kidneys and when it is 
strong, not only can we recover or avoid 
illness, but we are likely to be successful 
in life - singlehandedly accomplishing 
difficult goals. When the emotions in the 
kidneys are balanced, we have less fear and 
stress while gentleness, calmness and peace 
become more apparent. 

Get To Know Your Kidneys 

In Chinese medicine, kidneys are 
energetically connected to the ears and 
are physically located under the floating 
ribs (lowest ribs), above the waist line 
and one inch to each side of the spine. 
Kidneys tend to be cool, but can be 
cold when we are experiencing fear. The 
kidneys’ meridians run down to the feet 
to the points called Bubbling Spring 
which are found on the soles. 

The following QiGong practices, when 
practiced daily, greatly increase the 
strength of the kidneys:

Kidney Breathing 

Stand in a QiGong stance, feet shoulder 
width apart and knees slightly bent. 

Cover the kidneys with the palms of your 
hands, allowing the heat of the palms to 
warm the kidneys. (You can rub the palms 
together to create heat before holding the 
kidneys) 

1. Smile to your kidneys.

2. Inhale through the nostrils and imagine 
the breath going directly into the 
kidneys. Use your mind to see the 
kidneys actually expand. 

3. Expand the rib cage as your kidneys  
are expanding. 

4. Keep smiling.

5. Exhale and contract the rib cage and 
kidneys. Imagine you are pushing breath 
out of the actual kidney as you push air 
out of your lungs. 

6. Practice this for 9 or more rounds  
until you can feel the nice and warm 
feeling there. 

Add Depth To Your GiGong  
Kidney Practice 

1. Smile to your kidneys.

2. Breathe in to the kidneys, expanding them. 

3. At the same time, stand on the toes to 
activate the Bubbling Spring. 

4. Hold the breath and lightly tap both 
kidneys with your loose fists. 

5. Keep smiling to your kidneys. 

6. Now, exhale and and lower the heels 
into a normal standing position. 

7. As you exhale, make the kidneys’ sound 
“choo” visualizing the negative energy in 
the kidneys being released down into the 
earth. 

8. Do this 9 rounds or more. Over time, 
this will energize and detoxify your 
beautiful kidneys.  

Advanced Qi Gong of The Golden Turtle 
and Water Buffalo*

The Turtle is one of the five powerful Iron 
Shirt QiGong postures which strengthens 
both kidneys and the lower back. You may 
start the practice with a chair supporting 
the forearms but eventually must learn to 
do it without the chair. 

1. Smile.

2. Stand a bit wider than shoulder width 
apart. 

3. Make loose fists and put 
them together in front of 
your chest. 

4. Bend down so that the 
back is parallel to the 
ground or forearms 
resting on the chair if you 
are using the chair. The 
back has to be as flat as a 
table and the head aligning 
the spine with chin slightly 
tucked in. You may need 
to check your position in a mirror. 

5. Smile to your kidneys. 

6. Breathe into the kidneys as you remain 
in this position for 30 seconds or until 
you feel the pain in the legs. 

7. Through the daily practice, increase the 
time to one to five or to ten minutes 
without having the pain in the legs. This 
practice needs some time to train the 
muscles. 

NOTE: You may feel heat building up in 
your head, which needs releasing through 
the The Water Buffalo posture.

Practice The Buffalo Posture  
After The Turtle 

1. Smile.

2. Release the fists and forearms while 
slightly squatting down. 

3. Let the arms hang in front. 

4. Relax, inhale less but exhale more. 

5. Focus on exhaling and use the hands to 
guide the energy from the lower abdomen 
and the groin out of your body. (The heat 
that was built up in the head from The 
Turtle will be released and balanced in 
the body) Exhale this energy out 9 times. 

Finish your QiGong Practice

1. Stand up straight, with slightly bent knees. 

2. Turn the arms and palms towards the 
universe. 

3. Collect the cosmic particles and energy 
from nature in your hands. (This is not 
a metaphor. “Where the mind goes, the 
chi flows”, so gather the strong, clean 
energy from the universe and the forces 
of nature in your hands with the power 
of your mind. The more you practice, 
the better you will get.) 

4. Place your hands on the navel and press 
this external qi in to your belly to blend 
with your own as you consciously collect 
the energy just below the navel inside 
your body (about 1 inch inside). 

5. Visualize a beautiful pearl where you 
have collected your qi. 

6. Smile.

7. Rest. 

*Contra indications for The Golden 
Turtle and The Buffalo postures: Postures 
are not suitable for people with high blood 
pressure. Please consult your doctors 
before practicing them. The best practice 
for the kidneys may be to just smile, get in 
touch with them and keep them warm. 

universaltao@universal-tao.com 
www.universal-tao.com

June 9 - 25 — Grand Master Mantak Chia  
will be teaching in person, at Eastover 
Estate & Retreat Center in Lenox, MA 
in the Berkshires. This is his only North 
America trip from Thailand. For the 
Universal Healing Tao teacher training 
and the Symposium of Medical Qigong 
and Eastern Medicine, please visit: 
www.eastover.com/mantak-chia.

by Morakot Piyakesin,  
Universal Tao Certified Instructor



In 2002, researchers 
discovered a cancer-causing 
and potentially neurotoxic 

chemical called acrylamide, 
which is created when 
carbohydrate-rich foods are 
cooked at high temperatures, 
whether baked, fried, roasted, 
grilled or toasted.

Acrylamide is the byproduct of a chemical 
reaction between sugars and the amino 
acid asparagine, which occurs at high 
temperatures. While the chemical can 
form in many foods cooked or processed 
at temperatures above 250 degrees F (120 
degrees C), carbohydrate-rich foods are by 
far the most vulnerable. 

As a general rule, acrylamide forms when 
plant-based foods are heated enough to 
produce a fairly dry and “browned” or 
charred surface, hence, it’s most readily 
found in:

• Potatoes – chips, French fries and other 
roasted or fried potato foods

• Grains – bread crust, toast, crisp bread, 
roasted breakfast cereals and various 
processed snacks such as crackers  
and cookies

• Coffee – roasted coffee beans and 
ground coffee powder. Surprisingly, 
coffee substitutes based on chicory 
actually contains two to three times 
more acrylamide than real coffee

• Cocoa products

Acrylamide Is Common in the  
Standard American Diet

In November 2013, the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) issued a 
consumer update advising people to reduce 
consumption of foods in which acrylamide 
is plentiful, noting this toxic byproduct is 
found in 40 percent of calories consumed 
by the average American.

To cut acrylamide from your diet, the 
agency recommends avoiding fried foods, 
and toasting or cooking items such as bread 
and potatoes to a light golden color rather 
than dark brown or blackened. Also, don’t 
store potatoes in your fridge, as the chilling 
actually increases acrylamide levels during 

cooking. This effect is due to starch turning 
into sugar faster when the potato is exposed 
to lower temperatures. The taste of the 
potato can also be adversely affected for the 
same reason. (Frozen foods, on the other 
hand, do not carry this risk as sugars are not 
broken down at freezing temperatures.)

Store potatoes in a dark, dry closet or 
pantry instead. You can further reduce 
acrylamide formation by soaking the 
potatoes in water for 15 to 30 minutes 
before cooking.

While the FDA makes no mention of 
avoiding processed foods containing 
potatoes and grains in general, that’s 
another no-brainer, as many are processed 
at high temperatures and therefore may 
contain acrylamide.

Acrylamide Linked to Cancer in Animals

Animal studies have shown that acrylamide 
increases the risk of several types of cancer, 
and the International Agency for Research 
on Cancer (IARC) considers acrylamide a 
“probable human carcinogen.” According 
to a 1988 study: “The data show that 
acrylamide is capable of inducing genotoxic, 
carcinogenic, developmental and reproductive 
effects in tested organisms. Thus, acrylamide 
may pose more than a neurotoxic health 
hazard to exposed humans. … Acrylamide 
can bind to DNA … which has implications 
for its genotoxic and carcinogenic potential.”

Human Cancer Studies

A study published in 2007 linked higher 
dietary acrylamide intake with an increased 
risk of endometrial and ovarian cancer in 
postmenopausal women. A 2009 study also 
found that higher acrylamide intakes were 
associated with a higher risk of certain types 
of breast cancer compared to lower intakes. 

As noted by George Alexeeff, Ph.D., 
deputy director for scientific affairs at the 
Office of Environmental Health Hazard 
Assessment (OEHHA). “We definitely 
believe acrylamide is a chemical to be 
concerned about. Our general presumption 
is that unless there’s some other evidence, we 
assume that if something causes cancer in 
animals, it causes cancer in humans.”

Acrylamide Levels in Food Often  
Surpass Legal Limits for Water

The federal limit for acrylamide in 
drinking water is 0.5 parts per billion 
(ppb), or about 0.12 micrograms (mcg) in 
an 8-ounce glass of water. Meanwhile, a 
6-ounce serving of French fries can contain 
60 mcg acrylamide. That’s about 500 times 

the allowable limit for drinking water. It 
seems a bit odd that something that would 
be toxic in drinking water would suddenly 
be harmless in food.

Unfortunately, while the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) regulates 
acrylamide in drinking water and the FDA 
regulates the amount of acrylamide residue 
in materials that may come in contact 
with food, they do not currently have any 
guidelines limiting the chemical in food 
itself, though they should.

Whether or not such levels are safe is still 
largely unknown, but I would vote for taking 
a precautionary approach and limiting your 
exposure as much as possible. It’s really not a 
good idea to consume known toxins, even in 
minute amounts.

Worst Offender: Potato Chips

Potato chips are among the worst 
offenders, by far. So much so that in 2005 
the state of California sued potato chip 
makers for failing to warn California 
consumers about the health risks of 
acrylamide in their products. The 2005 
report “How Potato Chips Stack Up: 
Levels of Cancer-Causing Acrylamide in 
Popular Brands of Potato Chips,” issued by 
the California-based Environmental Law 
Foundation (ELF), spelled out the dangers 
of this popular snack.

According to their analysis, ALL potato 
chip products tested exceeded the legal limit 
of acrylamide by a minimum of 39 times, 
and as much as 910 times! Interestingly, 
FDA data reveals that baked chips, which 
are often touted as a healthier chip, can 
contain more than three times the level of 
acrylamide in regular chips

How to Make a Safer Potato Dish

While French fries tend to be among 
the most popular potato dishes, this is 
perhaps one of the worst ways to eat your 
potatoes. Not only do you have acrylamide 
to contend with, but unless you’re frying 
them in coconut oil or lard, you’re also 
getting a hefty dose of harmful vegetable 
oil. This doesn’t mean you have to forgo 
potatoes altogether though. By storing and 
preparing them correctly, potatoes can still 
be a healthy addition to your diet.

How to Minimize Your  
Acrylamide Exposure

Acrylamide has so far only been found 
in foods heated above 250 degrees F/120 
degrees C, which includes most processed 
foods. Basing your diet on whole foods, 

with a significant portion eaten raw or 
only lightly cooked or steamed is therefore 
one of the best ways to avoid this cancer-
causing byproduct.

Eating plenty of raw food is also 
recommended for good health in general, 
as it helps optimize your nutrition. 
When you do cook your food, keep the 
following tips in mind:

• Frying, baking and broiling appear to 
be the worst offenders, while boiling or 
steaming appear to be safer

• Longer cooking times increase 
acrylamide, so the shorter the duration of 
cooking, the better

• Soaking raw potatoes in water for 15 
to 30 minutes prior to roasting may help 
reduce acrylamide formation during 
cooking. Chilling the potatoes (and other 
starch-rich foods such as rice and pasta) 
will make it healthier by turning much of 
that starch into digestive-resistant starch 
that helps optimize your gut health. Potato 
salad is perhaps one of the healthiest ways 
to eat your potatoes

• The darker brown or blackened the 
food, the more acrylamide it contains, so 
avoid overcooking your food

• Acrylamide is found primarily in plant-
based carb-rich foods such as potatoes and 
grain products    

Joseph Mercola, MD, trained by the 
conventional model, treated many 
symptoms with prescription drugs in the 
early years of his private practice, and 
was actually a paid speaker for the drug 

companies. 
Experiencing 
the repeated 
failures of 
this model, 
he embraced 
natural 
medicine and 
has, over the 
last thirty 
years, applied 

these time-tested approaches successfully 
with thousands of patients. Over 17 years 
ago, he founded Mercola.com to share these 
experiences. This site is the most visited 
natural health site in the world with nearly 
two million subscribers. He’s also written 
two NY Times bestselling books, and has 
had frequent appearances on national 
media. Visit: mercola.com.
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Biomimetic dentistry is best defined 
by the slogan, less dentistry is the best 
dentistry. In this sense, the main point of 
Biomimetic dentistry is tooth conservation 
and minimally invasive restorations. 
By imitating natural tooth with the 
Biomimetic approach and by taking 
advantage of the advanced adhesives 
and ceramics developed by modern 
engineering, the tooth stays connected side 
to side, front to back and top to bottom, 
permanently sealing out the bacteria and 
eliminating breakage or failure of the 
restoration. 

Naturally, our teeth are covered by 
enamel—the hardest material in our 
bodies, even harder than bone. At the 
same time dentin, on the inside, is very 
flexible and able to warp under the 
pressure of chewing and masticating 
forces. This flexibility of dentin is 
extremity important, because we put a lot 
of load on our teeth throughout the day 
and by clenching our teeth during sleep. 
It turns out that dentin flexibility is what 
keeps the teeth intact and protects them 
from fracture—not the hard enamel shell 
that in actuality is stiff and brittle. So, you 
don’t need to be an engineer to see that 
a stiff material inside the tooth (as in the 
case of metal mercury-amalgam filling or a 
metal post), will eventually cause the tooth 
surrounding the metal filling to fracture 
and this is the most common reason why 
so many big metal fillings, when replaced, 
are recommended to be crowned and even 
may lead to root canal treatments. 

Consequently, as we are learning about 
the negative effects of leaking mercury 
amalgams and chronically infected root 
canals, the the importance of long lasting 
dental care and conservative dental 
treatments are coming more into focus. 
The good news is that BIOMIMETIC 
dentistry is the ALTERNATIVE to full 
crown restoration and enables us to safely 
seal broken and decayed teeth, repair the 
dentin fractures from the inside, protect 
the nerve—the heart of the tooth (I like 
to call it “dentistry with the heart”) and 
esthetically repair the tooth from the 
outside, so it not only looks like a natural 
tooth but mainly functions like one as well. 

A trained Biomimetic dentist is able to 
properly duplicate that exact dentin and 
enamel layering with the flexible and stiff 
composite material and thus prevent many 
catastrophic failures that are common with 
metal and even traditionally done white 
fillings.

Biomimetic dentistry right now is on the 
frontier of becoming the sought out dental 
restorative modality and I believe is the 
future of all dental care. Biomimetic dental 
principles are based on science, tooth 
anatomy and new “space age” restorative 
dental materials, the implementation of 
which leads to rebuilding the tooth to 
near its original strength and function. 
Biomimetic dentistry saves up to 70% of 
the natural tooth structure, reduces the 
need for subsequent root canal treatment 
by almost 90% and eradicates full-
coverage crowns altogether.

With this approach, the overall health 
of an individual is greatly enhanced by 
reducing unnecessary repairs of failing 
dental work, eliminating recurrent dental 
infection, decreasing time spent in the 
dental chair, and subsequently reducing 
the total cost of dental health.

While working for over 10 years at 
multiple dental practices throughout the 
United States, I witnessed firsthand that 
standard “amputational” dentistry is a 
common practice. My personal quest for 
a better restorative dentistry lead me to 
this paradigm shift in general dentistry 
and as a graduate of Alleman-Deliperi 
Center for Biomimetic Dentistry, Nature’s 
Dental is one of the handful of practices 
in NY that believes in this nature-driven 
movement. We are strongly committed to 
conservation and preservation of healthy 
tooth structure, which lies at the core of 
BIOMIMETICS.   

For more information, please visit 
naturesdental.net or call 631-316-1816.

Introduction to BIOMIMETIC 
Nature-like Dentistry
by Olga Isaeva, DDS, NMD, IBDM

-  A D V E R T O R I A L  -
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R E S O U R C E S  F O R  N A T U R A L  L I V I N G
C O U N S E L I N G  /  T H E R A P Y

Are you ready to live the life you’ve 
always dreamed of? 
• Winner of 11 awards, including 2013 Gold  
 Nautilus Book Award

Your Ultimate Life Plan: How to Deeply 
Transform Your Everyday Experience and 
Create Changes That Last, helps you step 
boldly into your next, deeper level of 
happiness, wholeness, transformation and 
success. The distillation of Dr. Howard’s 
20-plus years of experience as a licensed 
psychotherapist, relationship expert, 
energy healer, and spiritual teacher, this 
“workshop in a book” is the missing “how 
to” for getting unstuck and moving past 
your problems into a richer, happier more 
authentic and meaningful life. Why settle 
for average when the potential to live an 
amazing life is inside you, right now.  

YourUltimateLifePlan.com

Passionately dedicated to helping 
people experience deep and lasting 
transformation, a recognized thought 
leader on psychology and spirituality, Dr. 
Jennifer believes it’s your birthright to:

• Achieve success 
• Create lasting change
• Find & nourish creativity
• Create healthy relationships
• Heal limiting belief systems
• Move through fears
• Set and reach goals
• Attain physical health
• Embrace self-acceptance
• Live from your true self
• Move past depression/anxiety
• Enhance performance

Creation Readers: FREE Meditation:
AskDrJenniferHoward.com/Creations
FREE MP3 ~ Abundance Meditation
FREE Virtual Meditation Room
Facebook.com/DrJenniferfanpage
Twitter.com/DrJennifer

Expert on numerous national network 
television shows, Huffington Post 
blogger, also host of her award nominated 
radio talk show, A Conscious Life.  
DrJenniferHoward.tv/radio

Offering:
Psychotherapy

Business & Life Coaching
NonDual Kabbalistic Healing® 

Integrated Energy Healing
Psycho/Spiritual Classes

Guided Meditations
Medical Intuitive

Hypnotherapy
Sedona 

EFT
And more

In-Person, Phone & Skype

Offices in S. Huntington and NYC 
631-424-1691 / 212-580-9402

Events: DrJenniferHoward.com/events.asp

Dr. Jennifer Howard

Licensed Therapist & Relationship Expert 
Jackie Major is pleased to offer

Weekly Interactive Groups!

Improve your ability to relate to others.
Become more of your true self.  
Transform codependent patterns.
Practice being in the moment...
where real life happens!

Services Provided:
Individual & Couples Therapy
Interactive Group Therapy

Workshops Offered Include:
Manifesting Abundance
Breaking Codependency
The Art of Intimacy 
Healing the Inner Child

Jackie Major, LCSW

Offices in Port Jefferson &  
Huntington Station

Information about Appointments,  
Groups & Workshops can be found at
www.jackiemajor.com
tel.  631-291-5800
email:  jackiemajor@optonline.netJackie Major, LCSW

Reprocess Core Issues Quickly. 
Significantly Reduce Length  
of Treatment. 

Dr. Siegel in practice over 30 years, 
uniquely integrates psychotherapy 
with healing arts. As a Certified EMDR 
Therapist, original trauma is accessed and 
reprocessed, leading to rapid resolution. 
She presents her integrative approach 

at International EMDR Conferences, 
organizations, radio, TV, and publications. 
Her work goes beyond symptom relief, 
reconnecting to our spiritual core, 
reawakening passion and purpose.

Specializing in: PTSD, Depression, Anxiety, 
Poor Self-Esteem, Trauma, Abuse, Life 
Changes, Relationship Issues, Health Issues.  

• Teenagers and Adults  
• Individual and Couples Counseling
• Meditation Classes

Irene Siegel, Ph.D., LCSW
Huntington
631 547-5433
www.CenterPointCounseling.bzIrene Siegel, Ph.D., LCSW

Welcome Home

Would you like to have a more healing 
relationship with yourself, one that honors 
and supports the very best of you? In 
a safe and respectful setting, utilizing 
holistic and expressive modalities, you can 
develop skills that bring you into greater 
partnership with you and the important 
relationships in your life.

When you take time to develop your 
inner compass, greater clarity & happiness 

become readily available. Relationships 
that have been sticky can become fluid & 
satisfying. Whatever your personal issues, 
learning to understand & trust your own 
unique experience becomes the very 
heart of a life well-lived. This is both your 
birthright & blessing.

If you yearn to be seen in your life, to 
be listened to and respected for your 
personal journey with all of its pleasure & 
pain, you will have my complete attention. 

Specialties include anxiety, trauma, low 
self-esteem, inner child healing, parenting, 
anger work & relationship issues.

Please visit  
www.magicseedsliving.com 

to learn more about therapy for  
Adults, Couples, Children and Teens. 

Please call (516) 504-1881 Julie Cohen, LCSW

There is no need for you to suffer 
from allergies one more day. 
I promise I can help you release your 
allergies in 2 to 4 sessions guaranteed–  
not just the symptoms but the cause of 
allergies. I can also help with addiction 
and weight issues as well as helping you 
release the fears that bind you. 

Hypnotherapy is not about putting you to 
sleep, it is about helping you to wake up 
to your true, unlimited Self.

Offices in Glen Cove, LI  
and in Forest Hills

by appointment only
Major Insurance Plans Accepted, 

including Medicare

WILLIAM L. MARCUS, C.S.W., M.H.
10 Cedar Swamp Road, Suite #5

Glen Cove, NY 11542

(516) 456-6555
and (718) 699-9705 

e-mail: 4ramadas@gmail.com
williamramadasmarcus.com

WILLIAM L. MARCUS, C.S.W., M.H.
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H O L I S T I C  D E N T I S T R Y

NORMAN BRESSACK, D.D.S., P.C.
1692 NEWBRIDGE ROAD
N. BELLMORE, N.Y.  11710
516-221-7447

Member of the IAOMT
Member of the Holistic Dental Association
Member of the International Association 
 of Mercury Free Dentists
Trained at the Huggins Institute

Check out our new website:
www.normanbressackdds.com and please 
don’t forget to like us on Facebook!

• Mercury Free and BPA Free  
Composite Fillings

• 90% Less Radiation With Digital  
X-Ray Imaging

• Tens Cam Treatments – Energetic healing 
for treatment of pain and inflammation

• Over 40 Years Experience Dedicated  
to Our Patients Needs

• Non-Surgical Periodontal Treatments  
with Scientifically Proven Results

• Improve Your Smile With Cosmetic  
Dentistry Porcelain Laminates & Metal  
Free Crowns

• One Hour In-Office Teeth Whitening  
Including Take-Home Continued Care

• Patient Comfort System For Pain  
Control Without Novocaine

• Free Consult For 2nd Opinion of  
Proposed Treatment

• Free New Patient Exam & Consult with Ad

Safe Mercury Removal with full protocol, 
UV Air Cleaners, Ionizer Air Purifiers, 
Specialized Vapor Removal Vacuum (to 
assist in the removal of mercury vapors 
during treatment).

Norman Bressack, D.D.S., P.C.

Dr. Natalie Krasnyansky 
Essential Dental of Roslyn
70 Glen Cove Rd
Roslyn, NY 11577
516 621-2430
www.HolisticDentistryNY.com

Now participating with Cigna Dental Plan

Many people dread their scheduled  
visits to the dental office. 
Fear no more, thanks to pain-free  
Laser Dentistry.

Dr. Krasnyansky has dedicated her 
professional career to turning ordinary 
smiles into Picture Perfect Smiles by 
offering a wide variety of no pain 
restorative and cosmetic dental services 
with a holistic approach for you and your 
family. A beautiful and healthy smile, as 
well as the condition of our teeth and 
gums, plays a vital role in our overall 
health and well-being. 

(see ad page 3 for special offer)

• Complete Smile Makeovers in a  
Gentle Environment Utilizing  
All-Porcelain Restorations

• Non-Mercury Restorations
• Invisaligns
• Non-Surgical Laser Assisted  

Periodontal Therapy
• Bio-compatibility Testing
• Digital X-Rays 90% Less Radiation
• Zoom! Whitening
• Dental Implants

Dr. Natalie Krasnyansky

Nature’s Dental
NaturesDental.Net
50 Broadway Greenlawn, NY 11740
(631) 316-1816

What is made by nature is always going to 
be better than what is artificially made.
This is why at Nature’s Dental the 

conservation of your natural tooth 
structure — the Biomimetic approach 
to dentistry — is at the core of our 
practice philosophy! We believe in 
holistic methods of saving your teeth and 
optimizing your overall health by letting 
the body’s natural healing mechanisms 
take their course.

Biomimetic Dentistry, Minimally invasive 
dentistry, Safe Mercury removal (follow 
IOAMT protocol), nutritional consults, 
detox options, Calcium Bentonite Clay 
Toothpaste and Essential oils mouthwash, 
Oxygen Ozone treatments, Air Abrasion, 
Aromatherapy, Reiki Healing and 
much more.

Olga Isaeva, DDS, NMD, IBDM

Jimmy Kilimitzoglou, DDS, DABOI, 
MAGD, FICOI, FAAID, FDOCS
e.s.i. Healthy Dentistry
42 Terry Road
Smithtown, NY 11787
(631) 979-7991
www.esihealthydentistry.com

Dr. Kilimitzoglou is a Master of the 
Academy of General Dentistry and a 
Diplomat of the American Board of Oral 
Implantology. He is one of 300 dentists in 
the world with these credentials. 

Services we offer include: 
• No-BPA & No-Mercury Fillings
• Ozone Therapy
• No- Metal Zirconia Bridges
• Laser Fillings and Gum Treatment
• Holistic Root Canal Therapy
• No-Metal CEREC Single Visit Crowns
• 3-D Digital Jawbone Bone Scan
• Invisalign–no metal orthodontics.

Some patients associate visiting the dentist 
with thoughts of pain and discomfort. 
To ensure that the patient experience is 

as relaxed and comfortable as possible, 
Dr. Kilimitzoglou offers sedation 
dentistry. Combining this with our 
excellent patient care, going to the dentist 
can be an easy, anxiety-free experience.

Dr. Kilimitzoglou knows that both comfort 
and appearance are important when it 
comes to oral health. Dental implants act 
as replacement teeth, providing functional 
and cosmetic benefits for patients who 
have lost teeth. We hope to see you at 
our beautiful facility soon!

Dr. Kilimitzoglou 

F E N G  S H U I  &  I N T E R I O R  D E S I G N

FENG SHUI AND INTERIOR DESIGN

NEW 30 hour Course! 
Feng Shui for Interior Designers
This course is perfect for Decorators, 
Designers, Feng Shui Practitioners & Realtors

Class meets 1 day a week for 10 weeks

Interested in taking Feng Shui  
to the next level?

Train to be a Certified  
Feng Shui Consultant

• Licensed by NYS Dept. of Education 
• Expert Instructors & Guest Speakers 
• 160 hour program  
• IFSG Gold Approved School 
• Case Studies & Mentoring

Metropolitan Institute of Design 
200 Oak Drive, Syosset, NY 
516-845-4033 
www.met-design.com

For more information,
mainoffice@met-design.com

Dreamer Feng Shui

Feng Shui is a combination of knowledge, 
experience, and insight gathered over 
thousands of years to promote balance 
and prosperity. 

516 817-8781 
anahid@dreamerfengshui.com
www.dreamerfengshui.com 

Your living space is such a powerful 
metaphor because everything in it – every 
pot, plant, and pillow – reflect choices 
we make from among countless reasons. 
The portrait that emerges is all the 
more accurate for having been created 
unconsciously.

~ Martha Beck

Anahid Naldjian is a certified practitioner 
based in the greater NYC area and is 
available for residential or business 
consultations. Her mission is to bring in all 
your elements within your environment 
to promote balance and harmony within 
your space.

Anahid Naldjian
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Graciela Goldental-Stoecker LMT 
Arvigo Techniques of Maya Abdominal 
Therapy® Certified Practitioner

The Arvigo Technique of Maya 
Abdominal Therapy® is a non-invasive, 
external, massage technique. It guides 
internal abdominal organs into their 
proper position for optimum health 
and wellbeing. This massage improves 
organ function by releasing physical and 
emotional congestion from the abdomen. 
It is effective for both, women and men.

Most common symptoms relieved  
by this treatment include: 

• Painful or Irregular Menses 
• Amenorrhea  
• Fertility Challenges  
• Endometriosis  
• Frequent Urination  
• Lower Back Ache 
• Chronic Digestive Problems  
• Prostate Swelling & Inflammation

Massage Therapy by Graciela 
631-351-2141 
gegoldental@gmail.com 
confluencehealing.net

Graciela Goldental-Stoecker LMT

H E A L I N G  /  B O D Y W O R K

PATRICIA BONO –  
Helping People and Animals 

Traditional Usui, Karuna Reiki Master – 
Practitioner & Teacher
Private Sessions & Distance Healing.  
Certification Classes Offered.
Therapeutic Touch Practitioner
Shaman - Working With Native American  
 Intuitive Ways.

Tarot/Psychic/Medium – 
Readings in Person or By Phone.
Available for parties, private,  
 business, corporate.

Animal Communicator/Psychic – 
In Person or By Phone.
Working with animals both here or having  
 passed over.

Past Life Regression Therapy

Dream Interpretation

Ordained Interfaith Minister

Workshops Offered –  
Animal Communication, Native American 
Intuitive Ways/Medicine Wheel 

Member – Associated Bodywork  
and Massage Professionals

Featured in Newsday, Cable TV 
and Radio Talk Shows

For information or an appointment call:
Patricia Bono
(516) 922 7574

www.patriciabono.com
E-Mail: speaks2spirits@gmail.com

Patricia Bono

Lorraine Perillo  
Touch for Health Instructor/Consultant 
Licensed Massage Therapist

HEALING PAIN IS IN YOUR HANDS 

Touch for Health (TFH) is a unique self-
healing technique that requires no previous 
training. It is an effective system for stress 
and pain reduction for both the young and 
elderly, that uses muscle testing to determine 
imbalances in the body’s acupuncture system. 

Professional practitioners can help to 
relieve migraines, muscle and back pain, 
anxiety and allergic reactions by removing 
the emotional blocks that prevent the 
natural flow of optimum health. Balancing 
posture, attitude and energy can produce 
profound and dramatic results.

Call for upcoming personal interactive 
weekend workshops offering TFH 1- 4 
Levels, course books and practitioner tools. 

Individual Touch For Health Balancing and 
Massage by appointment.

Massage for Health /  
The Spiritual Connection
1007 Glen Cove Ave.
Glen Head, NY 11545
516-676-4244
www.touchforhealthli.com
MassageforHealthli.com.
lorrainedperillo@gmail.comLorraine Perillo

C O A C H I N G

InDwelling SPIRIT
For Body, Mind, Soul, Home, and Beyond

The essence of my practice is to AWAKEN 
clients to the ever present InDwelling 
SPIRIT and innate Higher Intelligence that 
synergistically ignite the Vital Life-Force 
Energy responsible for attracting high 
vibrational relationships, overflowing 
prosperity, limitless possibilities, & days 
blessed by “miracles and wonder.” I 
champion clients to superlative success 
using a unique blend of Transformational 

Life Coaching, the timeless art of Feng 
Shui, and Intuitive Energy Healing.

Plus:    
• Life Coaching for persons in Transition/ 

Seeking New Career Paths/ Exploring 
Possibilities

• Specializing in difficult people and 
situations overshadowing your dreams, 
and happiness. 

• Feng Shui In Person & Remote 
Consultations: Home, Business, Office 

• Feng Shui Combined with Staging for 

Quick Sale (REALTORS WELCOME)
• Space Clearings & Blessings - For All 

Occasions
• Caroline Myss “Sacred Contracts” 

Archetypal Chart Casting 

I Welcome Your Call For a  
FREE Initial Consultation
631-827-8486 
indwellingspirit.com
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 
CERTIFICATIONS: CPC,  
Gold Seal Feng Shui, Reiki 

Anne J. Mayer

C A R E E R  C O U N S E L I N G

Do You Know Your Calling?

Many of us find ourselves  
at various stages of life still asking: 
“What do I want to be when I grow up?”

Whether you’re a young person just 
starting out, or an experienced individual 
ready to explore the next opportunity, 
I am here to help you clarify your 
occupational desires, identify good career 
alternatives, provide career information 

about your choices, and get you 
productively moving in the right direction.

Some of the tools at my disposal:
• Assessment
• Linkedin Profiles
• Interview Preparation
• Resume Writing
• Career Coaching

Using these tools positions you to:
1. Answer the question,  
 “What do I want to be?” (professionally)

2. Have a realistic view on what  
 is achievable
3. Map a clear path on how to  
 achieve your goals

Michael Callahan
Career Counseling New York City
and Long Island
631 565-0484
mcalla@optonline.net
Please view my credentials:
www.careernewyorkcity.com

Michael Callahan
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S O M A T I C  M O V E M E N T

Somatic Movement 

Mandy Sau Yi Chan
Registered Somatic Movement Therapist 
Certified Dynamic Embodiment 
Practitioner 
Certified Pilates and 200-Hrs Yoga Teacher

Offers expertise in: 
• Joint and Back Function
• Alignment and Posture Training
• Therapeutic Movement
• Balance and Core Training
• Surgery Rehabilitation from Injury
• Performance Training

Mandy has a deep, intuitive knowledge of 
the body’s intricacies. With her sharp eye 
and informed touch, she is able to guide her 

students effectively toward deep, integrative 
movement. For anyone who seeks to 
understand how to move with ease and 
enduring strength, Mandy is the one to see! 

~ A. Baumgarten, NYC

Sessions are offered in Manhattan NY  
Email: Mandy@breathingheart.com    
917.763.8618
www.breathingheart.com

Mandy Sau Yi Chan

H O L I S T I C  H E A L T H

The Family Wellness Center  
Offering Transformation Life-Care 

Thru Network Chiropractic  
&Wellness Education 

HELLO! 
My name is Dr. Michael Berlin and I want to 
invite you to LIVE the Miracle that you are. If 
we are a Body, Mind and Spirit, I believe that 
the mind (along with the nervous system 
that serves it) connects our spirit with our 
body/world. This is why thoughts (conscious 
and unconscious) are so powerful in creating 
our bodies and our lives. 

At The Family Wellness Center we’ve 
brought together very powerful  
programs to help people attain true 
wellness by gently and permanently 
clearing the conscious and unconscious

destructive issues, stresses, tensions 
and distortions that are being held in 
people’s bodies and minds.

As we clear these delusions THE TRUTH 
OF WHO YOU ARE (physically, mentally & 
spiritually) expresses itself in your life. 

This is what some of our patients say: 

“I have a new lease in life. My blood  
pressure is going down, and I no longer 
take anti-anxiety medication. Also, I am 
finding a sense of peace & even happiness.”

“I have never experienced such significant 
growth in such a short period of time. 
Here’s to network chiropractic and to  
connecting with Dr. Mike.”

“My vision actually improved after an 
adjustment!”

“Four years of traditional medicine failed 
to provide what just one month of Dr. 
Mike’s sessions did.”

“The anxiety and depression…lifted. 
Immediately my immunity made an upturn...”

All we do is set people free and we allow 
people to go as fast and as far as they 
want! So if you really want to change your 
life and/or health, call us. We offer and 
integrate Network chiropractic, massage/
stretching, PEER/Emotional Release & Life 
Skills classes, nutrition, SRI, and more! 

Call for FREE information  
and Workshops!

Plainview, NY
(516) 822-8499

www.networkwellnesscenter.com

Dr. Michael J. Berlin
Network Chiropractor

Wellness Coach

LLYNN´ NEWMAN, MS, CN 
 TAKING CHARGE OF YOUR LIFE

An in-depth nutritional & herbal approach to 
the rebuilding of health for adults & children.

Over 30 yrs experience/Professor/NYS Lic.

Nutrition has been clinically shown to  
be important in the treatment of stress 
reduction and prevention of:

Cardiovascular • Allergies • Diabetes 
Weight Mgmt • Fatigue/EBV • Cancer 
Eating/GI Disorders • Detox • Candida 

Celiac • ADD/ADHD • AUTISM 
Hormone • Arthritis • Osteoporosis  

Critical Care Support • Biochemical Analysis
and so much more...

Herbology extends back thousands of 
years. As an experienced Herbalist, I work 
with herbs and the individual to assist 
in attaining harmony for strengthening, 
toning and supporting your life with 
health! Naturally, gently and simply.

If you have a medical problem, I can 
consult your physician. Today much health 
improvement takes real work on your part 
and the daily care of focusing more on 
each individual’s personal health education 
and prevention.

Awareness is vital to health! Let me help 
you create new plans for your health and 
life and give birth to your new self.

LLYNN´ NEWMAN, M.S. C.N.

NYS Lic./Certified Nutritionist
Certified Herbalist/Iridologist
Wholistic Counselor/Educator

Health Coach/Certified Reiki Practitioner
Neuro Linguistic Techniques Practitioner

Over 30 Years Experience
(516) 674-4868

Office in Glen Head
Gift Certificates/Easy Payment Plans 

Package Deals Available
Now Accepting MC/Visa

www.newmannutrition.com
www.LNewmanMS.tsfl.com

Llynn’ Newman

Anthony Cerabino is the 
Founder and Director of the  
Healthcare Wellness Center.

We specialize in a COMBINATION  
of healing modalities including:

• Acupuncture
• Medical Massage, 
• Herbal Medicine
• Vitamin/Mineral Supplementation
• Tai Qi for Health

• Aromatherapy
• Interfaith Ministry
• Meditation
• Reiki

For Allergy Relief we offer NAET 
(Nambudripad Allergy Elimination 
Technique), a medicine-free technique that 
retrains the body to accept the allergen. 

We accept all insurances covered under 
Acupuncture and Massage Therapy. 

Acupuncture commonly treats: Muscle 
Strain/Sprain, Stop Smoking, Migraines, 
Neurological Disorders, Digestive Disorders, 
Multiple Sclerosis and Allergy relief.

HEALTHCARE WELLNESS CENTER
260 W. Main Street, Suite 13
Bay Shore, NY 11706
631-665-1666
www.healthcarewellness.org Anthony Cerabino  

B.M, LMT, M.S., L.Ac

Considering the significantly high levels of 
toxins in the “modern world” today—from 
processed foods, to medication overload, 
to chemical toxicity—it is important 
that we educate ourselves on how to 
prevent health risks and how to naturally 
treat what ails us. Cleansing Concepts is 
your exclusive facility for cleansing and 
detoxification. With 12 years experience 
and top of the line equipment you are sure 
to reach your wellness goals. 

We offer:

• Colon Hydrotherapy
• Lymphatic Drainage
• Ionic Foot Detox Baths
• Infrared Sauna
• Ear Candling
• Lipo-Light
• Young Living Raindrop Treatment
• Peri Steam Hydrotherapy
• Fit Body Wrap Treatments. 

We also have an exclusive line of 
Digestive Care products and our 
very own Detox Clay product line. 
Our compassionate, friendly, 
knowledgeable staff will guide you  
on your path to wellness. 

Garden City 516-640-5322 
Smithtown 631-656-6313 
CleansingConceptsWorld.com 
info@cleansingconceptsworld.com
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Missed the Ad Due Date? Call us anyway! 
We’ll try our best to accommodate you. AND, it’s never too late to advertise on creationsmagazine.com  

631 424-3594 | neil@creationsmagazine.com.

H O L I S T I C  V E T E R I N A R I A N
Pet Lover’s Veterinary Home  
Health Care, PC
Rocky Pt, NY
(631) 764-8970, (516) 353-7186

Victoria Carillo, DVM
• Reiki Master
• Animal Communicator
• Reasonable rates

• Traditional veterinary services

• Acupuncture
• Veterinary Orthopedic Manipulation 

(chiropractic)
• Flower Essences
• Homeopathy
• Herbs
• Healing sessions (including sessions  

re: pets who have crossed over)

It has been said that all dis-ease has 
mental/emotional/spiritual origin. Diet, 

environmental pollution, and over-
vaccination play a significant role in pet 
illnesses. Animal companions often reflect 
ourselves – helping us heal too. Find out 
what we can do with Spirit’s help to create 
a happier, healthier life for all of us!

* Please inquire about meditation & healing 
services including Pet Reiki circles!  
‘A Course in Miracles’ and other study 
groups starting soon!Victoria Carillo, DVM

S PI R IT UA L  H E A L I N G  &  D E V E LO PM E N T
Winter Brook, Psychic Medium & Reiki 
Master/Teacher

• Private & Small Group Readings  
recorded on CD in my office or your 
home / office (subject to location)

• Telephone / Skype Readings
• Parties & Fundraisers

Gift certificates are available for all 
services. Contact me to join our monthly 
email newsletter list.

• Certified medium

• Frequent Public Mediumship presenter

• Weekly internet radio program  
co-host of “Wisdom of Spirit with  
Rose & Winter Brook”

• J.D. St. John’s School of Law

• Ordained Spiritualist minister holding 
monthly Spiritualist Worship services

• See website calendar page for more 
listings and further detail

“Winter brook is a very talented accurate 
professional & kind medium. I highly 
recommend her services and classes.” 

  ~ Beth Flick

171 Main Street 
Northport, New York 11768
(631) 261-9300 
winter@winterbrookmedium.com
www.winterbrookmedium.comWinter Brook, Psychic Medium

H Y P N O S I S
Andy Sway

Level III Practitioner
Dolores Cannon’s Quantum Healing 
Hypnosis Technique™
Certified Vortexhealing® Practitioner

The past life regression technique, Quantum 
Healing Hypnosis Technique™ (QHHT), 
developed by the late Dolores Cannon, 
author of the Convoluted Universe book 
series and numerous other books, is one 

of the most direct methods for acquiring 
a deep understanding of ourselves, our 
issues and our mission in this lifetime. 
Clients typically come out of sessions with 
a dramatically enhanced sense of self and 
often are able to heal longstanding physical 
and emotional problems.

Sessions are very illuminating and last up 
to five hours, of which around two hours  
is dedicated to the hypnosis itself.

If you would like to explore your  
multi-dimensional self and align your 
current life to it, a QHHT session  
could be for you.

Sessions are offered in Manhattan on 26th 
and Broadway and in Los Angeles as well.

212-505-7729
andysway@yahoo.com
www.andysway.comAndy Sway
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Have you tried all the latest fad diets and 
lost that unwanted extra weight – only 
to put all those dreaded pounds back on 
again? What if someone told you that you 
could lose weight – permanently – and 
that you could do it without exercise, 
hunger, cravings and none of those costly 
pre-packaged foods that popular diets 
offer – and that the weight-loss program 
is 100 percent guaranteed? You’d probably 
be very skeptical. If you’re ready to finally 
shed those pounds forever …

Hello, I’m Dr. Michael Berlin and I’m 
tired of all the weight loss ads promising 
all-natural, long-term results that really 
do not deliver the whole solution to 
permanent weight loss. Yes, they have part 
of the solution, but without the whole 
solution, you cannot get truly permanent 
results. This is why weight loss is so 
difficult. You see, there are 10 things in the 
right proportions that you need to heal in 
order to get truly permanent and healthy 
weight loss, and if a program does not 
deliver all 10 then your weight problem 
will return. This is because your weight 

problem is not a weight problem; it is a 
health problem. Extra weight is a symptom 
of deeper physical and/or emotional 
imbalances that all must be resolved to 
get permanent results! The 10 factors 
are related to: nutrient absorption, stress 
levels, sleep quality, food combining, liver 
function, toxicity, hydration, emotional 
eating, food sensitivities, and hormones. 
If any one of them is left unresolved, 
your weight problem will return. It’s that 
simple. You see, people think that you 
need to lose weight in order to get healthy; 
but the truth is that you need to get 
healthy to lose weight! Think about it … 
most of us when we were children could 
eat anything and not gain weight. But 
over the years, from junk food, toxicity, 
and stress, our insides get ruined very 
slowly. As this happens our hormones will 
very slowly shift from fat burning to fat 
storing — until we reach about 40 years 
old — and nothing we do can really cure 
our weight problem. We say that “I’m just 
getting older” or “its my hormones,” and 
you are right. However, what CAUSED 
your hormones to change? It was that your 

insides got run down. And these days it 
is happening to everyone, including our 
children, much faster than ever before 
because of our toxic, fast paced world. 

So, if the CAUSE of our weight problems 
is because our bodies got run down on 
the inside, then the only permanent 
cure is to reverse the damage, clean the 
slate, and heal your weight problem for 
life! In our office we guarantee healthy, 
permanent weight loss because we don’t 
treat your weight problem, we heal you 
completely on the inside. We rebalance all 
10 factors and we reverse the damage and 
sluggishness that occurred in your organs, 
naturally, safely, and efficiently, with only 
wholesome foods and some supplements. 
We teach you how to shop, cook, and 
eat for life in a way that is the healthiest 
for your whole family. The result is that 
you will go back to your natural, healthy 
weight within 3-6 months and stay there! 
Your body will be lean and efficient. Our 
patients lose about a pound a day the first 
month and are completely healing and 
preventing diabetes, cancer, heart disease, 

sleep problems (including apnea),  
digestive problems, high blood pressure, 
cholesterol, neuropathies, and more! 
Plus, we have incredible all-natural spa 
treatments to help people de-stress, 
detoxify, and lose 4-14 inches in one hour. 
For free information go to: 
http://drberlin.weightseminar.com. 

  
Dr. Michael Berlin 
The Family Wellness Center 
641b Old Country Rd. 
Plainview, NY 11803 
http://drberlin.clubreduce.com 
1844-LOSE123 
Follow us on FaceBook: www.facebook.
com/TheFamilyWellnessCenter

STOP! Before you do any other weight loss program read this now!

-  A D V E R T O R I A L  -



The Buddha spent 
many years trying 
to understand evil 

and suffering. He eventually 
concluded that the only 
real power in the universe 
is the Creator and that all 
else is illusion and therefore 
has little or no power in 
comparison.

He then went on to counsel people to adopt 
the middle way in order to avoid being 
sucked into illusion and bringing suffering 
upon themselves. He saw attachment 
to things of the world as the source of 
suffering, so he advised people to be a part 
of the world, yet not attached to it.

His words ring as true today as they 
did 2,500 years ago; and yet, times 
have changed. Today’s level of popular 
consciousness is far beyond that of the 

relatively dark times of 2,500 years ago. 
Today, detachment is still excellent advice, 
but now we can do so much more to 
consciously transform the old ways of 
darkness.

Physical darkness is the absence of physical 
light. The darkness itself is not real. It 
is merely an absence of something that 
is real. Likewise, spiritual darkness is 
the absence of spiritual light. Spiritual 
darkness itself is not real. It is merely an 
absence of something that is real. Evil is 
an illusion because a shadow is not a real 
thing. Light is the real thing. A shadow is 
an illusion caused by the absence of light. 
The only reality, the only real power, is 
light itself.

Darkness can only exist in hiding from the 
light. When light shines in, it dissipates 
the darkness, making it obvious where the 
real power lies. Evil has no power in itself. 
It is only a lack of light. The real power is, 
and always has been, with the light and not 
with the shadow.

If you sense darkness, add light. If you sense 
pain, add the light of healing energy. If you 
sense hatred, add the light of love. If you 
sense despair, add the light of hope and trust 

in the goodness of that from which we came 
and that to which we are returning.

The Nature of Spiritual Light

Spiritual light, in its fundamental form,  
is the omnipresent consciousness of  
the Creator. When intertwined with the 
unconditional love of the Creator and  
set into motion, it manifests as the 
universe.

Filters can block spiritual light. Such 
filters include fear, hatred, judgment, 
conflict and despair. That which 
engenders any of these is, therefore, 
promoting darkness. Darkness in 
consciousness affects mind, body and 
spirit. When spiritual light is channeled 
through the human mind, it adds to the 
light of the world. Darkness can be healed 
through the addition of spiritual light.

While spiritual light is universally 
available in all frequencies, it has to 
flow through human consciousness 
in order to affect the human realm 
of consciousness. The effectiveness 
of sending healing spiritual light into 
an area that needs it is subject to the 
following two laws.

by Owen K Waters 
Texas

The Laws of Spiritual Light

1. The transformative ability of spiritual 
light is proportional to the frequency of 
the consciousness used to project it.

Explanation: Conditioning the intent 
with any agenda lowers the frequency. 
Projecting pure spiritual light for the 
unconditioned purpose of healing raises 
the frequency and the potential.

2. The amount of spiritual light projected 
is proportional to the degree of openness 
of the chakra through which it flows.

Explanation: Your thoughts flow  
from inside you to the outside world 
through the appropriate chakra. Spiritual 
practices develop the chakras, increasing 
your capability as a channel for spiritual  
light.  

Owen K Waters is the author 
of The Shift: The Revolution 
in Human Consciousness. 
He writes a weekly newsletter 
at www.SpiritualDynamics.net. 
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THE EMPATH’S SURVIVAL GUIDE  
by Judith Orloff MD 
drjudithorloff.com

Being an empath is the new normal. The 
Empath’s Survival Guide is a perfect 
guide book. Now people will know 
how to cope with being highly sensitive 
and empathic in their everyday lives 
without developing 
exhaustion, compassion 
fatigue or burning 
out. As Judith says, 
conventional medicine 
often pathologizes 
sensitivity, but now 
you will see it as the 
gift that it truly is. This 
book is fabulous and so 
timely. Everyone needs 
this book!

Empaths are sponges 
who absorb other 
people’s emotions 
and symptoms. Dr. 
Orloff offers a wealth 
of practical strategies 
to stop absorbing 
other people’s stress 
while keeping your 
sensitivities open and 
alive. She addresses 
the special needs of 
empaths—such as 
getting adequate alone 
time, setting clear 
limits with people, 
and grounding—in 
areas such as health, 
work, parenting and 
raising empathic children, combating 
narcissists and other energy vampires, as 
well as in love and all relationships. Also 
empaths can develop heightened intuition 
which they must learn to cope with in a 
grounded way. Dr. Orloff discusses plant 
empaths, earth empaths, relationship 
empaths, telepathic and precognitive 
empaths, food empaths and more. 

The secret to a happy life for everyone 
who wants to nurture their empathic 
abilities in an often overwhelming 
world is to practice the self-protection 
strategies in this book. Judith’s book 
validates the truth that empaths 
experience the world around them 
primarily through their energetic or 
intuitive senses. Such knowledge is vital 
to understanding and caring for your own 
awakening sensitivities.  

— Reviewed by Caroline Myss

LOVE RHYMES WITH EVERYTHING:  
Animal Ruminations Through  
Poetry & Paintings 
Poems by Kat von Cupcake 
Art by Dana Feagin 
Ashland Creek Press

With this delightful new book, 
collaborators Kat von Cupcake and Dana 

Feagin have created a 
beautiful and whimsical 
tribute to animals of 
all species. Through 
their artistic prowess, 
Ms. Feagin and Ms. von 
Cupcake bring into focus 
the lives of rescued 
sanctuary animals and 
adopted companions, 
without which, their 
stories may not 
otherwise be known. 

With love that stretches 
far beyond these 
pages, the publisher, 
Ashland Creek Press, 
and the collaborators 
have created a heart-
warming compilation 
of paintings and prose 
that will directly benefit 
numerous animals — all 
proceeds from this book 
will support animal 
rescue organizations 
across the country. At 
the same time, each 
utilizes their unique 
talents and resources 
as a means to educate 

and inform the public as to the plight of 
all animals. The result is an ingenious and 
impactful approach to animal activism. 
Thanks to their creativity, a newfound 
appreciation and understanding of 
animals of all species can be gained 
— helping to foster new levels of 
compassion and kindness for all. 

– Reviewed by Erica Settino

BUSY MOM’S CHEAT SHEET 
Raising Happy Healthy Kids 
by Lilly Cadoch 
busymomscheatsheet.com

Busy Mom’s Cheat Sheet is a clear 
and concise guide to making healthier 
choices for yourself and your children, 
and teaching your children how to make 
those better choices for themselves. 
There are tips on foods, preservatives 
and colorings to avoid, lists of safe foods 
one can buy that are non-organic and 

foods that should 
only be purchased as 
organic, and a key to 
the codes that are used 
to tell if produce is 
organic, conventional 
or GMO. There are 
even chapters entitled 
“Mind” and “Spirit”, 
taking all aspects of 
raising a healthy child 
into account. Busy 
Mom’s Cheat Sheet 
contains a wealth 
of information that 
would be welcomed by 
any parent.

THE WELL PATH 
Lose 20 Pounds, 
Reverse the Aging 
Process, Change  
Your Life 
by Jamé Heskett, M.D. 
thewellpathbook.com

Every day, Dr. Jamé 
Heskett sees women 
who are struggling—
and failing—to lose 
weight. Frustrated, 
demoralized, and 
exhausted, having 
“tried everything,” they 
ask: Why hasn’t all of 
their conscientious 
eating and exercising 
made a difference? The 
truth, Dr. Heskett tells 
them, is that dieting 
and working out like 
crazy are precisely 
why they aren’t losing 
weight! Their bodies 
are perfectly designed 
to keep them healthy 
and fit, but the body 
can’t do its job when it’s 
thrown out of whack by 
stress, dieting, and over-
exercising. By restricting 
food and putting 
inconsistent physical 
stress on the body, they are starving 
their cells, creating hormonal imbalances, 
slowing their metabolism to a crawl, and 
actually accelerating the aging process. 
In The Well Path, Dr. Heskett shares her 
clinically proven, holistic plan that has 
helped thousands of women to lose 
weight and look and feel younger. 

PRODUCT REVIEWS

FROM THE EARTH FIRST 
FromtheEarthFirst.com 
631-913-8260

From the Earth First is a line of very 
clean, handmade, beauty and health 
products. Their Immune Boosting Rub 
not only moisturizes skin with coconut, 

grapeseed, and avocado 
oils as well as Shea 
butter, but also includes 
anti-viral and anti-
bacterial essential oils. 
Take Me Away, a blend 
of Dead Sea, Himalayan 
and Epsom salts, along 
with lavender and 
cedarwood essential 
oils, will help to detoxify 
and relax body mind and 
soul. Add to warm bath 
water and soak for at 
least 20 minutes. Other 
products include Sleepy 
Time Body Butter, Citrus 
Bomb Body Butter and 
Citrus Lip Butter. 

MOONDANI NATURAL 
BREATH MIST
MoondaniNaturals.com

A breath spray that 
works to cure bad 
breath instead of 
masking it, says the 
manufacturer. This 
formula is long-lasting, 
100% organic and all-
natural, contains no 
additives, preservatives, 
alcohol, or sweeteners, 
and is vegan and 
cruelty-free. This tiny 
mist can easily slip into 
your pocket or make-
up bag for easy access. 

The flavor, Mystical Mint will leave 
your breath heavenly and refreshing. 
Ingredients: Distilled Water, Organic 
Vegetable Glycerin, Ginger Extract, 
Cardamom Oil, Fennel Oil, Natural Flavors 
(plant based food oils).

& PRODUCTS
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MUSIC
NATIONAL PARK SOUNDSCAPES 
Jill Haley 
Co-produced by  
Corin Nelsen and Jill Haley 
Jillhaley.com

Jill Haley offers us an interpretation, in 
sound, of the breathtaking vistas and 
intimate landscapes which are part of our 
National Parks, and she does quite a good 
job. One can almost guess which parks 
her musical poems are describing without 
the title list. However, the photo booklet 
included (photos taken by Jill Haley) 
is equally enjoyable. The feel of these 
pieces are as varied as the landscapes 
that inspired them. ‘Prairie Grass Dance,’ 
‘Waters of Acadia,’ ‘Shenandoah Stillness,’ 
‘Towers and Kivas,’ ‘Waves of Wind,’ and 
‘A Soldier’s Sacrifice’ are just some of the 
titles for pieces which so aptly describe 
the light, sounds and ambience of some 
of our great National Parks.

Her band of musicians includes David Cullen 
(guitar and bass), Tony Deangelis (percussion 
and snare drum), Dana Cullen (horn), and 
Graham Cullen (cello), with Ms. Haley offering 
a fine oboe, English horn and omnipresent 
piano. It is a real treat to sit down and spend 
some time with this recording and the images 
included. Recommended!

THE WISDOM OF MY SHADOW 
Lisa Downing 
Vision Quest Enterprises 
LisaDowning.com; 
VisionQuestMusic.com

The Wisdom of My Shadow is a collection 
of piano solo work that is richly evocative, 
dramatic, and soulful. In her liner notes, Ms. 
Downing writes “Set aside your thoughts 
of how things should be, and travel to your 
internal land of what is.” This sets the stage 
well for the musical inner-adventures to 
come. Actually, Ms. Downing writes quite 
extensive notes, complimenting musical 
compositions that easily stand on their own, 
but are nonetheless enriched by her words.

These pieces carry one 
away; yet not to a dreamy 
state, as they demand a level 
of attention. I found myself 
listening to certain cuts 
more than once, not wanting 
to have ‘missed’ something. 
In addition to her original 
compositions, there are also 
some interesting covers, 
including Tears for Fears’ 
‘Mad World,’ Cat Steven’s 
‘Sad Lisa,’ and Earle Hagen 
and Dick Rogers’ ‘Harlem 
Nocturne.’ Ms. Downing is a 
well skilled pianist and adept 
at getting her messages 
across in the language of the 
piano; a language that seems 
second nature to her. Some 
of her standouts include ‘Black Wedding,’ 
‘Mischief,’ and ‘Moonrise.’ Truly a special 
album; one to visit again and again.

BEYOND THE CLEARING 
Robert Linton 
Produced by  
Robert Linton and Corin Nelsen 
robertlinton.com

Beyond the Clearing is a truly lovely 
acoustic guitar album. Gentle, intimate 
pieces (masterfully mixed by Corin Nelsen) 
feature accompaniment by Sara Milonovich 
(violin), Heidi Breyer (piano), Jeff Oster 

(flugelhorn), Kitty 
Thompson (cello), Adam 
Miller (guitar), Jill Haley 
(English horn), Stephen 
Katz (cello), and Jeff Pearce 
(ebow guitar). It should 
be explained that each of 
these addition instruments 
partner individually in their 
own tone poem with the 
revelatory Mr. Linton, so 
each piece is essentially  
a duet. 

Enchanting in its simplicity, 
the titular song is especially 
entrancing, but, from 
beginning to end, this 
offering is sweetly warm 
and comforting. Mr. Linton 

plays with exquisite finesse – heart and soul 
are laid bare in his performances. Amid the 
Stillness actually brought a tear to my eye. A 
beautiful album.

Mark Maxwell Abushady 
is an actor, singer, designer and 
photographer based in New York City.  
www.markmaxwellabushady.zenfolio.com.

by Mark Maxwell Abushady, NYC
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A C U P U N C T U R E

E.W. NATURAL HEALING ACUPUNCTURE 
P.C. – Henry Zhen-Hong Lee, NYS Licensed 
Acupuncturist, Herbologist, 40 years experience. 
Long Island (516-822-6722), Queens (718-445-8438) 
and Manhattan (646-220-5388) locations.  
(see ad p.13)

A S T R O L O G Y

WEEKLY ASTROLOGY REPORT ONLINE with 
Chris Flisher. Go to creationsmagazine.com and 
scroll down to Weekly Astrology Forecast. 

C O A C H I N G

LIFE COACHING WITH HORSES Embrace 
their healing power. Through experiential 
activities, gain valuable insights and begin to 
transform your life. Laura Kobus, Certified 
Equine Specialist and Life Coach. (516) 680-6307, 
coaching@optonline.net.

C O U N S E L I N G / T H E R A P Y

PAUL STEIN, LMSW, PH.D.  Archetypal 
Psychology/Jung’s Approach/“A Call to 
Awaken”/Symbolic Inner “Bride” and “Groom” 
Projections of “Wholeness”/Creation Mythos/
Reconciliation/Re-embodiment/“Therapy of 
Culture”/Ethos/Praxis / “We are in great danger. 
Psyche is the great danger. How important  
it is to know something about it but we know 
nothing about it.” Jung Domestic/International 
https://dreamsphd.wordpress.com 
646-709-8634.

PAST LIFE REGRESSION THERAPY 
by well-known agency director and author.  
Certified by Brian Weiss. Watch television feature 
on website: www.SunriseCounselingCenter.com. 
Also see popular new book at SeekingSoul.com 
and see Richard Scheinberg on Facebook.  
Bay Shore (631) 666-1615.

REGRESSION AND PAST LIFE THERAPY with 
Frank Nichols, LSCW. Professional and empathetic 
service. Call: 631-896-6352. (see ad p.11)

G R E E N  D E S I G N / F E N G  S H U I

FENG SHUI & SUSTAINABLE DESIGN  
creates an environment that is beautiful, healthy 
and balanced for your emotional and physical 
well being. Residences, Offices, Healthcare.  
Joan Stigliano IIDA, Interior Designer/  
Feng Shui Consultant - BTB 3yr certification.  
Contact: 516-671-6463 www.joanstiglano.com.

FENG SHUI / HOME STAGING CONSULTANT 
- DEANA ANGELINA To balance the energy of 
your home or office, is to balance the energy of 
your life, and the life of your business. 25 years 
experience, 6 years certified by Master RD Chin. 
www.deanaangelinafengshui.com. 

G R O U P S / C L A S S E S

BECOME A LICENSED  HEAL YOUR  LIFE® 
WORKSHOP LEADER Train to lead up to 14 
different workshops in Louise’s Hay’s philosophy. 
Training is approved by Louise. Full details:  
www.healyourlifetraining.com or call  
800-969-4584.

H E A L I N G / B O D Y W O R K

CERTIFIED REIKI PRACTITIONER AND SPIRIT 
GUIDE COACH Heal your body, mind and soul. 
Reduce stress and anxiety, improve your overall 
physical wellness, and manifest positivity into all 
aspects of your life. www.innerlightguidance.com. 
Call or email Kristin for an appointment  
(516) 398-6576.

BRING HARMONY, BALANCE AND PEACE 
INTO YOUR LIFE  Shamanic Healings and 
Readings, Reiki Classes (all levels), Crystal 
Workshops and an array of beautiful healing 
Crystals and Shamanic Tools offered at The 
Sacred Stone in Bohemia. Shamanic Drumming  
1st Sunday of each month, & Reiki/Crystal Healing 
Circle the 3rd Sunday, 7-10PM. 631-241-3578.

H O L I S T I C  D E N T I S T R Y
ESSENTIAL DENTAL OF ROSLYN – Natalie 
Krasnyansky, D.D.S., 70 Glen Cove Road, Roslyn 
Heights, NY 11577, 516-621-2430. (see ad p.3)

NATURE’S DENTAL, 50 Broadway, Greenlawn, 
NY. 631-316-1816. (see ad p.17)

NORMAN BRESSACK, D.D.S., P.C. – 
1692 Newbridge Road, N. Bellmore, NY 11710.  
516-221-7447. (see ad p.31)

e.s.i. HEALTHY DENTISTRY 43 Terry Road, 
Smithtown, NY 11787. 631-979-7991. (see ad p.2)

I N T E G R A T I V E  P H A R M A C Y

COUNTRY VILLAGE CHEMISTS – Specializing 
in Holistic & Conventional Therapies, offering 
Dry Salt Therapy as an alternative treatment 
for many conditions. Compounding Specialists 
– customization of medications. 227 East 
Main St., Huntington, NY, 631-351-8989. 
CountryVillageSaltRoom.com.  (see ad p.12)

M E T A P H Y S I C A L  S T O R E S

DREAMS EAST – Futons, Incense, Candles, Books, 
Music, Footwear, Psychic Readings  & much more!  
359 Sea Cliff Ave., Sea Cliff, NY. 516-656-4790.  
www.dreamseast.com. (see ad p.24)

ANGELS, OILS AND PRACTICAL MAGIC – 
Metaphysical Supplies and Gifts with Spirit and 
Positivity! 227 Willis Avenue, Mineola, NY  
516.741-2865. www.angelsopm.com. (see ad p8)

P S Y C H I C / S P I R I T U A L

SEARCHING FOR ANSWERS?  Check out my 
website for Spiritual Coaching. Receive AWSOME 
healing messages from the Angels and Ascended 
Masters. In person sessions or SKYPE  
www.CynthiaTaylorScott.com.

PSYCHIC READINGS BY ROCHELLE JEWEL 
SHAPIRO – Health, Career, Relationships 
and more. Readings are done by phone. By 
appointment only: 516-829-6648. (see ad p.14)

PSYCHIC PALM/TAROT/MEDIUM READINGS 
BY RONI TODD – with 40 years experience, 
Roni can help with life’s challenges using 
clairvoyance, spiritual communication, & psychic 
insights. Relationship specialist. One of Long 
Island’s only palm readers, now at 3 Long Island 
locations. Also available for private readings 
& parties. (516) 889-3732.

Q I G O N G

QIGONG INSTRUCTION – Need to de-stress 
and recharge after the holiday season? Qigong 
offers many of the same benefits as Tai Chi  
but is simpler and easier to learn. Individual and 
small group classes taught in a in a relaxed,  
non-competitive setting. Ideal for beginners.  
631-505-3355 or TryAcupuncture@AOL.com.

R E F L E X O L O G Y

CERTIFIED REFLEXOLOGIST Reflexology 
relieves tension, induces relaxation, promotes 
natural healing and boosts energy levels. Call 
Denise for a personal consultation, 516 313-6003.

S P A C E / P R O P E R T Y

OFFICE SPACE TO SUBLET from Chiropractor in 
Hauppauge. Will have use of common reception 
area, own dedicated office and treatment room with 
bathroom on premises. Ample parking with easy 
access from all major highways. Rent is extremely 
reasonable and will depend on how many days 
being used. Contact Dr. Silverman at (631) 724-6780.

TRS INC. PROFESSIONAL SUITE - The Right 
Space for Healing, Teaching and Business in 
NYC. 40 Exchange Place, 3rd Floor. 15 minutes 
from Penn Station. Easy access from all NYC 
transport, Long Island, Westchester & NJ. 
Discount parking. Helping to build careers for 
27 years. Private offices/group/conference 
rooms available by the hour. Seven days. No 
lease. Complimentary office services. Free WIFI, 
Massage tables and much more. 212-685-2848 or 
www.trsincprofessionalsuite.com for Calendar of 
Events, practitioner directory, etc.

OFFICES AVAILABLE FOR RENT  Single or 
Shared Offices (150-200 sq ft). Huntington Village,  
75 Prospect St. One block off Main St. on block 
of Public Library. Private entrance and reception 
area, 40 car parking lot. Reasonable rent. Ideal 
for therapist, accountant, business professional. 
Newly renovated with curb appeal. 516-457-5031.

S P I R I T U A L  E V E N T S
LOCAL AND GLOBAL CONSCIOUS EVENTS 
Classes, Workshops, Retreats, Fairs, Summits, 
Gatherings. Yoga, Shamanic, Q-Gong,  
Dolphins/Whales and so much more!  
www.SpiritualEvents.com.

S P I R I T U A L  S I N G L E S 
MEET YOUR DIVINE COMPLEMENT on the 
Oldest, Largest, Exclusively Spiritual Dating Site. 
Increase your Pool of Conscious Singles. Our 
Members are Amazing! www.SpiritualSingles.com.

W E I G H T  L O S S
THE ULTIMATE FAT LOSS PROGRAM!  
No hormones, no shots, no drugs, no surgery, 
Holistic Doctor Supervised, fully customized, 
affordable, fully pre-tested, no hunger, no 
cravings, no exercise required, support, and 
counseling.www.ultimatefatlossli.com.  
516-425-0113. (see ad p.5)

Y O G A

REVOLUTION YOGA Beginners, Vinyasa Flow 
1, 2, Master Class, Restorative, Meditation, Pre/
Post-natal, Mom & Me, Teen, Kids-party/camp/
classes, Yoga Library, Art Shows, Film Screenings. 
7 N. Village Ave., Rockville Centre, NY 11750.  
516-457-6977. www.revolutionyogaspace.com. 

INNER SPIRIT YOGA CENTER Warm and 
welcoming. Authentic Yoga practice from 
beginner to advanced. Introduction to Yoga 
“Beginner Yoga series”. Vinyasa Flow. 24 Vernon 
Valley Rd., E. Northport, NY 11731. (631) 262-9642, 
www.innerspirityoga.com. 

Single or Shared Offices (150-200 sq ft.)
HUNTINGTON VILLAGE: 75 PROSPECT ST.

One block off Main St. on block of Public Library.
Private entrance and reception area, 40 car parking lot.

Reasonable rent. Ideal for therapist, accountant, business
professional. Newly renovated with curb appeal.

516-457-5031

Offices Available for Rent

GUIDED MEDITATION GROUP 
Inner Peace, Path of the Soul

Fine-tune your Intuition

ASTROLOGICAL INSIGHTS:
Printed Chart / Private Interpretation

WORKSHOPS & MEDITATION:
Your Soul Mates

PRIVATE SESSIONS
by appointment

Past Life Regressions, Intuitive Guided Meditation
Astrological Insights

Registration:
Judith S. Giannotti, M.A., R.Hy.

631-724-9733   Smithtown 
Information: www.lightawakenings7.com

Stressed Out?
EnLightenYourSelf!

• Unique Spiritual Healing
• Karuna Reiki • Shamanism
• Craniosacral  • Energy Balancing
• Hypnosis • Guided Meditation
• Drum Circles
• Certification Workshops

Over 30 yrs experience

Rev. Dr. Theresa Schmidt DD
MyMetaPhysicalTherapist.com

Creations Magazine  
mailed to your door!

One Year Subscription – $24 

Two Years – $39  

Check, Credit Card, PayPal 

PO Box 386, Northport, NY 11768 

631 424-3594

neil@creationsmagazine.com, 

creationsmagazine.com
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Each Sunday, we offer:
• Silent Meditation at 10 am, Service follows at 10:15 am 
• Hands-on Spiritual Healing during guided meditation 
• Inspiring Spiritual Addresses
• Evidential Spirit Messages from Gifted Mediums
• Message Circles – Second Sunday of the month 
• Children’s Lyceum (group activities) – Third Sunday of the month 

Spiritual  Homecoming
at Summerland Church of Light, NSAC

Join us at the FREE building, 

120 Plant Avenue at Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 

631-316-1588
www.summerlandchurchoflight.org

For current and upcoming events, see us on Facebook.com and Meetup.com.

Do you ever wonder...
Is there life after death?

Why am I here?
What is the meaning of life?

When you come to our Spiritualist service,
you will feel like you’re returning to your Spiritual home!

"Spiritualism proves the greatest truth of all: 
'There is no death, there are no dead.'"

We provide a peaceful sanctuary where all are welcomed.
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...and a little shop
chock-full
of goodies!

Share, Create & Connect
in a Beautiful and
Comfortable Space.

Enjoy a wide variety of
Classes & Workshops:

• Meditation
• Reiki / Healing
• Yoga
• Chakra Balancing
• Women’s Circle
• Jewelry Design
• Knitting / Crochet
• Art / Crafts
• Book Club
• Private Workshops

Introducing
The Work-Shop

310 New York Avenue
Huntington Village

631-629-4853
Visit us at: thework-shop.com






